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Human Preference in a Concurrent-Chains Procedure 

Human subjects' preferences were observed in a concurrent-chains procedure in 

which two variable delays were arranged in each terminal link. Experiments 1 and 2 

arranged the terminal link delays in the first condition such that the arithmetic means 

of the delays were equal across terminal links and the harmonic mean of the delays of 

one terminal link was twice the value of the second terminal link. In the second 

condition, the arithmetic means of the terminal links were identical to the first 

condition, and the two harmonic means of the terminal links were extended by a 

factor of two. Terminal link access was assigned dependently. In Experiment 3, the 

terminal link delays were arranged such that the harmonic means of the delays were 

equal across conditions, and the arithmetic mean of the delays of one terminal link 

was twice the value of the other. Terminal link entry in the first condition was 

assigned dependently, and in the second condition independently. Experiment 4 

arranged the terminal link delays in an identical manner to the first conditions of 

Experiments 1 and 2. The shorter harmonic mean was arranged on the left side of the 

concurrent-chains procedure in the first condition, and on the right side in the second 

condition. Both conditions of Experiment 4 were scheduled independently. Overall, 

subjects were not sensitive to the relative harmonic mean of terminal link delays in 

Experiments 1, 2, and 4. Subjects exhibited a strong preference in the independent 

condition of Experiment 3 for the terminal link with the shorter arithmetic mean. A 

very small preference was found in the dependent condition - also for the shorter 

arithmetic mean terminal link. Sensitivity to the relative arithmetic mean of terminal 

link delays exhibited in the current study is not consistent with animal studies that 

have shown subjects to be sensitive to the relative harmonic mean. The moderation of 

preference from the independent to the dependent condition is consistent with earlier 

operant research employing humans as subjects. 
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Human Preference in a Concurrent-Chains Procedure 

1. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

We are often led to ponder what choices an individual or group might make given a 

particular set of circumstances ... are sales people likely to sell more goods and services when 

remuneration is based on commissions than on a regular salary? Is criminal behaviour likely to 

be reduced if the lengths of prison sentences are increased? Behaviourists attempt to 

scientifically relate behaviour- both human and animal, to environmental events. For example, a 

pigeon's pecking between either of two keys in an operant chamber may be predicted by the 

availability of food reinforcement associated with each key. Empirical laws that link behaviour 

and environmental events, such as Herrnstein's (1961) matching law, are viewed by . 

behaviourists as being fundamentally applicable to all animal species - including humans. No 

distinction is made for human behaviour. Studies of human behaviour in the tradition·of 

Skinner's operant responding often attempt to replicate established patterns of behaviour 

observed within animal operant research. However, obtaining comparable results across human 

and animal studies has proved difficult. Whilst the results of selected human operant studies may 

compare favourably to their animal counterparts (e.g. Baum, 1975; Leung, 1989), other studies 

with human subjects reveal contradictory results (e.g. Schmitt, 1974; Logue, Pena-Correa!, 

Rodriguez, & Kabela, 1986), or a lower sensitivity to arranged reinforcement schedules (e.g. 

Hayes, Brownstein, Zettle, Rosenfarb, & Korn, 1986). The field of human operant research may 

be characterised by large differences in responding between subjects and between studies. 

The current study employed human subjects and attempted to replicate and extend an 

operant study by Bragason (unpublished) that used pigeons as subjects. Bragason manipulated 

the delays to reinforcement in a concurrent-chains procedure in order to examine the predictions 

of several quantitative models of behaviour. A multitude of human and animal studies ( e.g. 

Chung & Herrnstein, 1967; Rachlin & Green, 1972; Rachlin, Raineri, & Cross, 1991) have 

demonstrated that the delay to reinforcement is inversely correlated with preference. If a subject 

is exposed to a reinforcement schedule in which a reinforcer is available following a single short 

delay and an alternative identical reinforcer is available following a single long delay, preference 

is typically directed toward the reinforcer with the shorter delay. The subject's task of comparing 

the two alternatives is quite straightforward- a short delay versus a long delay. However, 

reinforcement schedules often incorporate variable delays to reinforcement alternatives, i.e., a 
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reinforcer may be preceded by two or more unequal delays. Pubols (1962), for example, 

examined rats' preference between a variable delay and a fixed delay (e.g. 0/10 seconds vs. 5 

seconds) to identical reinforcement. When confronted with such variable delays to 

reinforcement, the subject's task of comparing alternatives is more complicated. In what manner 

then, are subjects likely to treat variable delays (e.g. 0 and 10 seconds) in order to weigh an 

alternative? 

Early concurrent-chains studies, using animals as subjects, ( e.g. He1Tnstein, 1964; 

Killeen, 1968) suggest that variable terminal link delays assert a greater weight on subjects' 

preferences than a simple arithmetic mean of the variable delays would suggest. Killeen 

proposed a harmonic mean of variable terminal link delays to account for observed preferences 

between different reinforcement schedules. A harmonic mean heavily emphasizes the shorter 

delays. Within the concurrent-chains animal literature, several early studies have suggested 

support for a harmonic mean ( e.g. Herrnstein, 1964b; MacEwen, 1972), but other studies have 

been less supportive (e.g. Rider, 1983; Moore, 1984). 

In Bragason's study, the harmonic means of the terminal link delays were increased over 

two conditions whilst maintaining a constant ratio of the harmonic means. The arithmetic means 

of the terminal link delays were equal across the terminal link alternatives and across the two 

conditions. In the current study, human subjects were exposed to a concurrent-chains procedure 

in which the terminal link delays were arranged in a similar manner to Bragason. By 

manipulating the harmonic and arithmetic means across conditions, it is possible to examine 

whether the harmonic mean or the arithmetic mean of the terminal link delays better 

characterises the controlling variable when delays to reinforcement are variable and unequal 

across alternatives. Bragason's concurrent-chains procedure also enables an application of 

Weber's law to the variable terminal link delays. Weber's law states that an animal's ability to 

discriminate between two stimulus magnitudes depends not on the absolute difference between 

the two stimuli, but on the ratio of one stimulus magnitude to the other. If Weber's ratio concept 

is extended to the harmonic means of variable terminal link delays, then a subject should 

discriminate similarly between the harmonic means in both conditions, and preference in the first 

condition should be similar to the second condition. 

The current study encompasses four distinct themes. The first theme is methodological. 

The unique attributes of human subjects, such as verbal ability, offer a rich source of extraneous 

variables. Maintaining a degree of control over such variables is essential for observing 

behavioural trends unsullied by variability and individual differences. Operant researchers using 
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animals as subjects have the advantage of leveraging off a standardised set of laboratory 

procedures that has developed many decades. Human operant researchers have no such 

advantage. The current study then, whilst replicating Bragason's study, closely examined the 

research methodology of previous human operant studies in order to maximise the opportunity 

for observing potential behavioural trends. A reasonable set of responding data would enable 

examination of the subsequent three themes. The second theme was a comparative examination 

of the responding observed by Bragason using pigeons as subjects and the current study using 

humans as subjects. The third theme examined whether human preference is better described by 

the harmonic or the arithmetic means of variable delays when examined with a concurrent-chains 

procedure. And the final theme extends Weber's law to the concurrent-chains procedure by 

examining whether human preference is determined by the ratio or by the absolute difference 

across the harmonic means of delays. 

Whilst there are advantages in using animals as subjects in operant studies - most notably 

better control of extraneous variables, there are several benefits to be gained from the 

experimental analysis of human behaviour. Firstly, human behavioural trends are interesting in 

themselves, irrespective of animal research. Not many people would suggest they have an 

interest in the behavioural patterns of pigeons and rats specifically - the ultima.te interest for 

many psychologists and the general public is human behaviour. To quote Skinner (1953, p.5), 

"there is no point infitrthering a science of nature unless it includes a sizeable science of human 

nature". Human operant research that attempts to replicate the patterns of behaviour found in 

animal studies also enables further analysis of the generality of behavioural laws across species. 

Behavioural laws may gain greatest acceptance when demonstrated as being applicable to 

humans. If so, then the ultimate testing ground for behavioural laws previously established from 

animal operant studies must be human operant research. And from a pragmatic viewpoint, and 

perhaps most importantly, the results of human operant studies may be viewed as a potential step 

towards the practical application of interventions for creating social value. 

1.2 THE EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN BEHAVIOUR 

The vast majority of operant research to date has employed animals as subjects - most 

notably pigeons and rats. Since the mid 1970s the number of human operant research articles 

published in the Journal of the Experimental Analysis of Behavior and the Psychological Record 

show a generally increasing but unspectacular trend (Dymond & Critchfield, 2001, 2002). For 
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the period 1975-85, Dymond and Critchfield, (2001) reported that approximately one-in-ten 

articles in the Journal of the Experimental Analysis of Behavior focused on human operant 

research, and in subsequent years the ratio has varied between one-in-two to one-in-five. Whilst 

the proportion of human operant research has increased, the impetus remains firmly within the 

animal camp. 

Human operant research has typically attempted to replicate established patterns of 

behaviour found in animal operant research. The replications encompass a broad cross-section of 

the animal studies, for example, fixed-interval schedules (e.g. Holland, 1958; Weiner, 1965, 

1969); extinction (Bijou, 1958; Schwartz, 1982); and Herrnstein's matching law (e.g. Schroeder 

& Holland, 1969; Baum, 1975; Buskist & Miller, 1981). Human operant research has been 

founded upon the concepts and methods developed in animal operant studies, such as a relatively 

small number of subjects exposed to many trials of a reinforcement schedule; a discrete operant 

response as the basic unit of preference; and the experimenter maintaining a high degree of 

experimental control. Researchers employing human subjects may even go to great lengths to 

reproduce as closely as possible the mechanical design of animal studies. Belke, Pierce, and 

Powell (1989), for example, constructed a scaled-up version of a standard pigeon chamber for 

human use. However, the unique attributes of human subjects have also enabled a 

methodological creativity - a diversity of operant response mechanisms, discriminative stimuli, 

and reinforcers have been employed in human operant studies. Zeiler and Kelly (1969), for 

example, scheduled access to cartoon clips as reinforcement, and Conger and Killeen (1974) 

delivered verbal reinforcement to subjects in a small group when they made spontaneous 

remarks. 

Practitioners of operant research typically view established principles of animal 

behaviour as being generally applicable to human behaviour. Whilst many human operant 

studies have compared favourably to their animal counterparts, a large proportion of human 

operant research, including concurrent-chains research, is unable to support a principle of 

generalisability of behavioural laws between humans and animals. Reviews of human-animal 

replications (e.g. Lowe, 1979; Perone, Galizio, & Baron, 1988; Mazur, 1998) suggest: (i) 

humans subjects often display very different patterns of responding to animal subjects; (ii) 

humans subjects are less sensitive to changing schedule conditions than animal subjects; and (iii) 

human operant studies often exhibit large differences in responding between subjects and 

between studies. 
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Human replications of Herrnstein's matching law appear to be characteristic of the 

general field of human operant research. Several human studies have compared favourably to 

their animal counterparts. Schroeder and Holland, for example, monitored eye movement in a 

vigilance task in which human subjects were required to detect needle deflections occurring on 

two left-hand dials and two right-hand dials. The needle deflections on the left and right dials 

were scheduled by two independent and concurrently operating variable interval (VI) timers (the 

average intervals were 9, 20, 30, and 60 seconds). The human subjects exhibited undermatching 

when no changeover delay (Herrnstein, 1961) operated. When a changeover delay of either 1 

second or 2.5 seconds was operative, subjects responding closely conformed to the matching 

equation. Other studies have also found matching behaviour with human subjects (e.g. Baum, 

1975; Bradshaw, Szabadi, & Bevan, 1976, 1979). However, other studies have failed to obtain 

matching (e.g. Schmitt, 1974; Takahashi & Iwamoto, 1986; Home and Lowe, 1993). Schmitt, for 

example, observed subjects' relative response rates when reinforcer magnitude ratios were varied 

(2:1 or 5:1) over two concurrent VI schedules (VI 15-s VI 15-s and VI 150-s VI 150-s). 

Observed relative response rates were considerably lower than the relative proportion of 

reinforcers recejved. Additionally, subjects' relative response rates were relatively unchanged 

across both reinforcer magnitude ratios for each of the two concurrent schedules. Schmitt's study 

also displays the large individual differences typical of many human opt:>rant studies. For the 

concurrent VI 15-s 15-s schedule and 5: 1 reinforcement ratio, the relative response rates for five 

subjects varied from .48 to .61, but in the concurrent VI 150-s 150-s schedule and 5:1 

reinforcement ratio, the relative response rates varied from .32 to .77. 

In a review of concurrent schedules and matching, Bradshaw and Szabadi (1988) 

reported that human subjects typically display greater undermatching than animal subjects. In 

some cases human subjects exhibit extreme undermatching. Bradshaw and Szabadi also report 

that the responding of human subjects varies considerably between subjects and between 

experiments. Human replications ofHerrnstein's matching law appear to be consistent with the 

wider field of human operant research. That is, under some circumstances, the results of human

animal replications show a reasonable degree of consistency, but under other circumstances there 

is little consistency. Human subjects often show less sensitivity to reinforcement schedules than 

animal subjects, and human responding exhibits high degrees of variability that constrains 

comparisons between analogous human and animal studies. 

Explanations for discrepant human-animal responding range from the philosophical to 

the more scientific. Research reviews (e.g. Pilgram & Johnston, 1988; Perone, Galizia, & Baron, 
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1988; Mazur, 1998; Shull & Lawrence, 1998) suggest two broad explanations that may be 

considered as practical to operant researchers: (i) species differences; and (ii) procedural 

differences. Species differences may be described as fundamental aspects of human ability that 

enable humans to react differently to animals - such differences can include participant 

information, self-instruction, and verbal ability. Procedural differences encompass experimental 

factors used with animals that are generally impractical, unethical, or impossible to extend to 

human research (e.g. delivery of food reinforcement). Procedural differences may also include 

factors that are merely common in either one of the human or the animal fields but not the other 

(e.g. consummatory actions). 

Participant Information 

Human operant studies require that participants be subjected to a degree of experimental 

information. The information provided can vary from minimal (for example, a subject may 

merely be asked to enter a room where a reinforcement schedule is available in some form) to 

extensive, whereby subjects may be provided with detailed information about a reinforcement 

schedule. Various studies have described how the presence, absence, or the nature of pmiicipant 

information may influence a subject's responses to a particular reinforcement schedule .. 

In the absence of information subjects may fail to take advantage of scheduled 

reinforcement (e.g. Azrin, 1958; Weiner, 1962; Weiner & Ader, 1965; Baron, Kaufman, & 

Stauber, 1969; Galizio, 1979). Galizia, for example, reported a greater sensitivity to different 

temporal contingencies when subjects were provided with instructions that included information 

about the contingencies, whereas prior to the instructions sensitivity to the contingencies was 

poor. Conversely, when Matthews, Shimoff, Catania, and Sagvolden (1977) demonstrated key 

pressing on multiple fixed-interval schedules to human subjects, sensitivity to the reinforcement 

schedule was minimal, whereas previous responding without the demonstration had produced 

greater sensitivities. 

Lippman and Meyer (1967) illustrated how scheduled reinforcement (fixed-interval 20-s) 

can be superseded by participant information. One group of subjects was informed that 

reinforcement was contingent upon the number of responses (i.e., a ratio schedule). A second 

group was informed the contingency was time based (i.e., an interval schedule), whilst a third 

group was given no schedule information. The first group responded at a high rate, the second 

group at a low rate, and subjects in the third group were split between low and high responding 
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(see also Baron, Kaufman, & Stauber). Shimoff, Catania, and Matthews (1981) have shown how 

subsequent operant responding might be influenced by prior contingency information. A low rate 

of responding was established in one group of college students by differential reinforcement of 

low responding rates, and in a second group by the same low-rate contingency but also through 

experimenter demonstration and written instructions. The low-rate contingencies were then 

relaxed. Individuals with prior exposure to contingency demonstrations and instructions were 

less sensitive to the second condition than subjects who had received no prior information. 

Similarly, Galizio found that subjects who had been exposed to contingency information 

maintained similar patterns of responding following contingency changes. Shimo ff et al 

suggested minimising the instructions to avoid such information acting as confounding variables. 

This would have the advantage of more closely replicating operant animal research; however, the 

absence of information may enable human subjects to establish their own set of instructions. 

Self-Instruction 

Human subjects have the capacity to talk to themselves, reason with experimental 

inforn1ation, and instruct themselves on ways to behave within an experiment. Weiner and Ader 

described how the assumptions of one subject directed his behaviour. The subject was seated 

next to a conspicuous red button that could delay the onset of an electric shock. The subject 

however was repeatedly and unnecessarily subjected to electric shocks because he had assumed 

( as he later explained) that the experiment was examining his resilience, rather than how he 

might respond to a particular reinforcement schedule. 

Experimenters typically gain access to subjects' self-instructions by asking questions 

following exposure to reinforcement schedules (e.g. Lippman & Meyer, 1967; Leander, 

Lippman, & Meyer, 1968; Horne & Lowe, 1993). Lippman and Meyer asked subjects in the 

minimal instruction group their thoughts on the contingency. Those subjects who had a high rate 

of responding reported the number of responses they made as being the critical factor to 

producing the reinforcer, whilst those subjects who displayed a low rate ofresponding thought 

the time interval was more important. Whilst correlation between schedule responding and post

session reports may shed light on subjects' self-instructions, the accuracy of a subject's post

session rationalisations may also need to be considered. Nisbett and Wilson (1977) for example, 

examined subjects' ability to accurately rep01i on the effects of stimuli on subject's responses. 

Subjects typically reported that the stimulus was not influencing their response when there was a 
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significant effect, and conversely, the stimulus was reported as influential when in fact it 

produced no significant effect on responding. 

It is not unusual for studies with human subjects to direct attention to the reinforcement 

schedules (e.g. Leung, 1989; Navarick, 1998; Hackenberg & Pietras, 2000). Hackenberg and 

Pietras, for example, informed subjects that the key pressed may affect the length of time that the 

video reinforcement plays for, and the length of time to wait before the video starts. Other 

researchers adopt a leaner approach to participant information. Belke, Pierce, and Powell (1989), 

for example, merely stated "There are no instructions. Do what ever you want within the 

confines of the barriers." If participant information is unlikely to influence the relationship 

between the dependent and independent variables, it appears prudent to maximize subjects' 

sensitivity to the reinforcement schedules and minimise the opportunity for self-instruction. 

Verbal Ability 

The verbal ability of human subjects may be an important factor for explaining human

animal discrepancies. In several studies Lowe and colleagues (e.g. Lowe, Beasty, & Rentall, 

1983; Bentall & Lowe, 1987) examined operant responding in human subjects ranging from pre

verbal children(< 2 years) to adults. Lowe reported that the responding of pre-verbal children on 

fixed-interval and fixed-ratio schedules resembled responding by nonhuman subjects, but the 

responding varied when children gain some verbal proficiency at about 5-6 years of age. Other 

differences between pre-verbal and older children, e.g. reinforcement history, may complicate. 

the issue of identifying confounding variables. Verbal ability may act to facilitate additional 

causes of human-animal discrepancies, such as participant information and task instructions. 

Primary Reinforcers and Consummatory Actions 

When comparing human and animal research, the respective reinforcers should be 

functionally equivalent. Animal reinforcers typically include access to food, enhanced by 

maintaining lower than free-feeding body weights. Experiments with human subjects have 

employed a variety of reinforcer types that are often assumed by researchers to have a similar 

functionality to food reinforcement with hungry animals. Human operant research commonly 

offers cash rewards or points exchangeable for money, but other reinforcer types include: 

refreshments ( e.g. Lowe, Beasty, & Bentall, 1983; ), watching cartoons, television programs, and 
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video clips (e.g. Zeiler & Kelly, 1969; Navarick, 1996; Hackenberg & Pietras, 2000); cigarette 

puffs (e.g. Bickel & Madden, 1999); aversive noise (e.g. Romanczyk, 1976; Navarick, 1982); 

tokens exchangeable for toys (e.g. Sonuga-Barke, Lea, & Webley, 1989), and; access to a heat 

lamp in a cold room (e.g. Silberberg, Thomas, & Berendzen, 1991). 

When points or tokens exchangeable for various rewards are used with human subjects, 

an additional delay period intercedes between receiving the points or tokens and receiving the 

rewards. Hyten, Madden, and Field (1994) found human responding was influenced more by the 

delays to points-money exchange periods than by the delays to the delivery of the points. 

Delayed rewards, such as points exchangeable for money, may also elicit a greater degree of 

self-control ( e.g. Logue, Pena-Correal, Rodriguez, & Kabela, 1986) than more immediately 

consumed reinforcers. Consummatory responses may increase the effectiveness of reinforcers. 

Matthews et al. instructed participants to press a button when reinforcers (points) were signalled 

as available. Responding more closely resembled that of animal subjects under analogous 

schedules (see also King & Logue, 1990). Jackson and Hackenberg (1996) used pigeons in a 

replication of the delayed reinforcement schedules typical of human operant research. Subjects 

chose between illumination of either one or three light-emitting diodes. Each illuminated diode 

was exchangeable for 2 seconds access to grain in a post-irial exchange period. The results 

suggested that the delay to the exchange period was a more critical choice factor than the delay 

preceding the diode illumination - much as Hyten et al. had reported with human subjects. 

It should be noted that discrepancies across experiments are not unique to studies with 

human subjects, and any greater regularity observed in animal operant responding may be the 

result of a set of standardised laboratory procedures. Identifying and controlling for extraneous 

variables in human operant studies has proved a difficult challenge for researchers to date. The 

current study has highlighted several such variables that have occupied researchers' attention. 

However, further extraneous variables may yet come to light. Home and Lowe, for example, 

highlighted how complex but unexpected aspects of an experiment may inadvertently direct 

human preference. Home and Lowe repeated the Bradshaw et al. study in which discriminative 

stimuli were arranged as a set of coloured lights on a control panel. In Horne and Lowe's study, 

the physical ordering of the stimuli was rearranged. The results described marked departures 

from matching, in contrast to Bradshaw et al. 's results, which were consistent with the matching 

equation. 

Whether or not the patterns of behaviour derived from animal studies are generally 

applicable to humans remains to be experimentally determined. Perone, Galizia, and Baron 
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(1988, p80) suggested that the immediate challenge to human operant researchers "is to identify 

the similarities in the variables underlying the discrepant performances and ultimately bring 

them under experimental control." The suggested challenge appears to be just as relevant today 

as it was then. If a greater degree of consistent human responding between subjects and between 

studies can be obtained, the comparison of human and animal operant behaviour will be more 

informative. 

1.3 THE CONCURRENT-CHAINS PROCEDURE AND PREFERENCE FOR 

VARIABILITY 

The Concurrent-Chains Procedure 

The concurrent-chains schedule, introduced by Autor (1960) and Herrnstein (1964a), has 

. been widely used by researchers as a procedure for studying human and animal choice. The 

schedule is characterized by two consecutive links (Figure l ), commonly referred to as the initial 

links and the terminal links. During the initial links the subject may repeatedly express their 

preference for either of two mutually exclusive reinforcement schedules available in the terminal 

.---------0 
Delay (L) 

Reinforcer (L) 

Reinforcer (R) 
Delay (R) 

Initial Links Terminal Links 

Figure 1. A typical concurrent-chains procedure 
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links. A measure of the subject's preference for a particular reinforcement schedule is reflected 

in the proportion of responses directed toward that schedule during the initial links. If the 

proportion of responding in the initial links corresponds to the proportion of reinforcement in the 

terminal links, then the subject's behaviour is consistent with Herrnstein' s (1961) matching law. 

For more thorough reviews of concurrent-chains research, see Gibbon, Church, Fairhurst, & 

Kacelnik (1988), and Williams (1988). 

Preference for Variable Delays to Reinforcement 

An early concurrent-chains study by Herrnstein (1964b) suggested that variable terminal 

link delays to reinforcement might be preferred to non-variable delays. Herrnstein examined 

pigeons' initial link responding preceding either a VI 15-s schedule or a fixed-interval (FI) 15-s 

schedule in the terminal links. Strict matching (Herrnstein, 1961) predicts indifferent responding 

between the reinforcement schedules, but the pigeons much preferred the variable schedule 

leading to reinforcement. Herrnstein's study extended an earlier discrete-trials study by Pubols 

(1962) who examined rats' preference in a simple Y maze. Rats chose between a variable-delay 

to reinforcement in one arm of the maze, or the alternate arm with a fixed-delay schedule (e.g. 

0/10 seconds vs. 5 seconds). Pubols' results also suggested that the rats similarly developed a 

preference for the variable-delay option, and that the preference developed more rapidly when 

the average delay was longest (e.g. 0/40 seconds vs. 20 seconds). 

The preference for variable terminal link delays in concurrent-chains procedures has 

since been demonstrated many times with different reinforcement schedules. Supporting research 

with pigeons or rats as subjects includes mixed- and variable-ratio schedules (e.g. Fantino, 1967; 

Navarick & Fantino, 1972), mixed-interval schedules (e.g. Davison, 1968; Killeen, 1970; Hursh 

& Fantino 1973; Rider, 1983), and variable-interval schedules (e.g. Killeen, 1968a; Davison, 

1969, 1972). More recently, human subjects have shown a preference for mixed-time (MT) 

schedules over fixed-time (FT) schedules (Locey & Hackenberg, unpublished). Locey and 

Hackenberg compared fixed delays (15, 30, or 60 seconds) and variable delays (1/29, 1/59, or 

1/119 seconds) with human subjects using a concurrent-chains procedure. Subjects typically 

displayed an extreme preference for the variable schedule. Kohn, Kohn, and Staddon (1992) 

found procedural differences influenced human subjects' preference for either fixed delay or 

variable delay schedules. Subjects played a simple video game in which they chose between 

fixed or variable schedules of reinforcement in a discrete trials procedure. In the first experiment, 
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the visual and auditory markers for the choice, delay, and reinforcement phases were clearly 

signalled. Subjects typically preferred the fixed delay schedule. In a following experiment, the 

visual and auditory markers for the different phases were removed. Subjects' preference was 

reversed, i.e., subjects preferred the variable delay schedule. Weiner (1966) however, found that 

human subjects were indifferent between fixed-ratio (FR) and variable-ratio (VR) schedules of 

reinforcement in which reinforcement consisted of points (which were not exchangeable for 

money) earned through operant performance. 

Transforming Reinforcement Schedules 

If operant research employs both variable schedules and fixed schedules of 

reinforcement, it follows that some means of comparing the two is desirable. In Pubol's 

experiment, rats chose between a variabl~ delay, for example, 0 seconds and 10 seconds to 

reinforcement, and a fixed delay of 5 seconds to reinforcement. If the rats had exhibited 

indifference between the schedules, then the fixed delay could be described as being functionally 

equivalent to the arithmetic mean of the variable delays, i.e. 5 seconds vs. 5 seconds. However, 

the rats exhibited a preference for the variable delay schedule, suggesting an arithmetic mean of 

the variable delays under estimates the value of a variable schedule. An alternative mathematical 

transformation of the variable delays would need to give a greater weight to the variable 

schedule. 

Fantino (1967) compared mixed-ratio (10/90, 1/ 99, or 25/75) to fixed-ratio (1, 10, 20, 

25, or 50) terminal link reinforcement schedules with pigeons. The pigeons displayed a much 

greater preference in the initial links, than would be predicted by strict matching, for the mixed

ratio schedules over the fixed-ratio schedules. Fantino reported that responding in the initial links 

matched the terminal link schedules when a geometric mean was calculated for the mixed-ratio 

components of the terminal link reinforcement schedules. 

In a specific attempt to find a mathematical transformation between different schedules, 

Killeen (1968) compared fixed- and variable-interval reinforcement schedules in the terminal 

links of a concurrent-chains procedure. In Killeen's first experiment, the VI schedule averaged 

23, 31, or 54 seconds, and the fixed intervals varied between 5 and 25 seconds. Consistent with 

other studies, a preference for the variable delay over the fixed delays to reinforcement was 

observed. When considering a mathematical transformation, Killeen focused, not on the delay to 

reinforcement, but on the inverse of delay- immediacy. Killeen's results suggested that the 
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average of the immediacy, often referred to as the harmonic mean, (see also McDiarmid & 

Rilling, 1965) to reinforcement was an appropriate transformation for correlating subjects' 

responding in the initial links to rate of reinforcement in the terminal links. The harmonic mean 

may be expressed mathematically as: 

M - _!_f_l [ ]
-] 

H - N i=I D; 
(1) 

where: MH is the harmonic mean of multiple delays; N is the number of delays; and D is the 

length of each delay in a distribution. The harmonic mean is simply a power function with the 

exponent equal to -1. The average of the inverse of the delays places a much greater weight on 

the shorter delays preceding reinforcement, for example, the arithmetic mean of 5 and 25 

seconds is 15 seconds - the harmonic mean is 8.3 seconds. In a second experiment, Killeen 

arranged a VI 40-s schedule in one terminal link and a VI 80-s schedule in the second. The 

interreinforcement intervals were organised such that the harmonic mean of the first schedule 

was approximately twice that of the second-the reverse ratio when averaged arithmetically. The 

average distribution of responding was consistent with the harmonic mean, i.e., subjects typically 

preferred the VI 80-s schedule. In a review of concurrent-chains performance, Davison and 

McCarthy (1988) applied the harmonic mean formula to Herrnstein's (1964b) data and found 

that subjects also appeared to be behaving in a manner predicted by harmonic averaging rather 

than arithmetic averaging. MacEwen (1972) compared fixed- and variable-interval schedules in a 

concurrent-chains procedure. Subjects' preferences were best described by the harmonic mean of 

the terminal link delays. Locey and Hackenberg's study extended support for the harmonic mean 

to human subjects. In their second experiment, subjects compared pairs of terminal link delays 

arranged in different delay distributions (e.g. bi-valued, exponential, rectangular, and normal). 

The average delay of each pair was 30 seconds. Generally, subjects preferred the terminal link 

with lower harmonic mean delay. 

Other research is less supportive of the harmonic mean. Killeen (1970) observed 

preference between fixed-interval terminal link reinforcement schedules (20-s vs. 5, 14, 30, or 

60-s), and Davison (1972) observed responding between fixed-interval (10, or 30-s) and mixed

interval (15, 30, and 45-s) reinforcement schedules. Davison (1972) and Killeen (1970) found 

that a power function, with exponents of -2.5 and -2 respectively, described preference well. 

Such larger negative exponents more heavily weight shorter durations than the harmonic mean. 

13 
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Duncan and Fantino (1970) extended the duration of pairs of fixed-ratio terminal link schedules 

whilst maintaining constant ratios of one terminal link schedule to the other. Subjects' 

preferences could not be described by the power function whatever the value of the exponent. 

Attempts to equate variable delays to reinforcement with their fixed delay counterparts in 

concurrent-chains procedures rests within a wider field of research that examines how the length 

of a delay preceding a reward reduces the value of the reward. Such research has attempted to 

describe mathematically a delay discounting function. Perhaps the two most considered 

discounting functions are the exponential function (e.g. Spence, 1947; Strotz, 1956; Killeen, 

1994), and the hyperbolic function (e.g. Mazur, 1984; Gibbon, Church, Fairhurst, & Kacelnik, 

1988; Rachlin, Raineri, & Cross, 1991). Whilst the exact nature of the discounting function 

remains undetermined, the strong feature of all discounting functions, both generally and within 

concurrent-chains research, is that the function is both decreasing and negatively accelerated. 

That is, reward value decreases as the delay preceding the reward increases, but does so at a 

reducing rate of decrease (Figure 2). 

Reinforcer Delay (s) 

Figure 2. Mazur 's (1984) hyperbolic decay-of reinforcement gradient. 

Delay discounting functions may offer an explanation for why animals, and possibly 

humans, prefer variable delays to reinforcement over fixed delays to reinforcement. The 

negatively accelerated curve of exponential and hyperbolic delay discounting functions predict 

that the average value of two reinforcers preceded by unequal delays is greater than the value of 

reinforcement calculated from the arithmetic mean of the two delays. This can be demonstrated 

with Mazur's (1984) hyperbolic-decay model (Equation 2). The model predicts the value (V) of 

an alternative 
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11 

( A J V=Ip 
i=I I l+KD; 

(2) 

given the amount ofreinforcement (A), the delay to the alternative (D), and the probability of the 

delay occurring (p ). The constant '1' in the denominator enables the equation to hold for an 

alternative where the delay to reinforcement is zero, and K is a parameter describing the delay

discounting gradient. Mazur's model is essentially the same model as one proposed by 

McDiarmid and Rilling (1965), but with the addition of the free parameter Kand the constant 

'1 '. If, for example, a variable delay to reinforcement of 10 and 50 seconds is compared to a 

fixed delay of 30 seconds, an arithmetic mean of the variable delays suggests the two alternatives 

have an equal value (i.e. 30 s vs. 30 s). Substituting the three delay values into Mazur's 

hyperbolic-decay equation, and setting the reinforcement amount to $100, and the probability 

and the delay discounting gradient to 1, then the value of the variable delay alternative is 5.6 (the 

average of9.l and 2.0) compared to a value of 3.2 for the fixed delay alternative --a significant 

weighting toward the variable delay alternative. 

The message from concurrent-chains studies appears to be rather equivocal regarding a 

suitable transformation method for variable reinforcement schedules. Some studies are 

supportive of the harmonic mean, and other studies are less supportive. Following a failed test of 

transitivity with variable and.fixed schedules, Navarick and Fantino (1972) went as far as to 

suggest that such schedules are not functionally equivalent in their effects on choice, and a 

simple method for equating the two may not be possible. Hermstein (1964b ), following his early 

demonstration of preference for variability in the concurrent-chains procedure, suggested that the 

task of discovering a mathematical principle of transformation appeared forbidding. However, 

further research has suggested the concurrent-chains procedure is rather more complex than first 

expected. Whilst concun-ent-chains studies suggest a greater weighting of shorter delays to 

reinforcement than longer delays, the procedural complexities tend to obstruct attempts to 

mathematically equate different reinforcement schedules. 

The Initial Link Effect and the Terminal Link Effect 

Strict matching predicts that the ratio of responding in the initial links matches the ratio 

of reinforcement rates in the terminal links. Two features of concurrent-chains research, known 

as the initial link effect and the terminal link effect, suggest departures from such matching. 
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Fantino (1969) arranged three pairs of variable-interval schedules in the initial link leading to a 

three-to-one reinforcement ratio in the terminal links. By varying only the initial link duration, 

Fantino found that pigeons' preference tended towards indifference as the duration of the initial 

link increased - the initial link effect. Many other studies have supported the initial link effect 

including Hursh and Fantino (1974), Hawkes and Shimp, (1974), Fantino and Davison (1983), 

and Alsop and Davison (1986). 

MacEwen (1972) varied the absolute delays to reinforcement in fixed-interval terminal 

link schedules whilst maintaining a constant ratio of delays. Preference across two response keys 

in the initial link became more pronounced after both delays in the terminal link had been 

increased by the multiplicative factor - the terminal link effect. Similar findings have also been 

demonstrated by Williams and Fantino (1978) using fixed-interval schedules, Omino (1993) with 

fixed-time schedules, and Savastano and Fantino (1996) with variable-interval schedules. 

Savastano and Fantino have also demonstrated how a constant difference effect may occur, 

whereby preference across two alternatives in the initial link remains invariable when a constant 

delay is added to unequal delays in the terminal links. Fantino and Goldshmidt (2000) have 

reported a similar effect employing a foraging procedure. 

Procedural Variations: the Changeover Delay and Dependent/Independent Scheduling 

Since Skinner's early research in the 1950s, an assortment of operant procedures has 

been employed to answer questions about human and animal behaviour. An overview of operant 

research would suggest that variations in experimental procedures are a common source of 

differences in responding between experiments. Two common procedures that have been shown 

to influence subjects' responding are Hermstein's (1961) changeover delay, and Stubbs and 

Pliskoff' s (1969) dependent scheduling. 

Changeover Delay 

The changeover delay (COD) has been employed widely in choice procedures. 

Hennstein incorporated a changeover delay in a concurrent VI VI schedule to penalise switching 

from one key to the other. The COD specified a minimum duration that must elapse following a 

change in responding from one key to the other before reinforcement is possible. In Herrnstein' s 

study, the COD was 1.5 seconds. When a pigeon pecked one key following a peck to the other 
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key, reinforcement was not available for 1.5 seconds. Herrnstein found that the rate of switching 

between keys was reduced and responding matched the atTanged reinforcement rates. Without a 

changeover delay, behaviour tended more toward indifference. Other studies have also found 

that matching on concurrent schedules is improved when a COD is incorporated ( e.g. Catania & 

Cutts, 1963; Shull & Pliskoff, 1967; McSweeney, 1978). The duration of CODs in concurrent 

schedules for both human and animal subjects is typically in the 1 to 3-second range. Some 

studies suggest that durations of the COD greater than some minimum value required for 

matching produce no further change in the degree of matching ( e.g. Silberberg & Fantino, 1970; 

Allison & Lloyd, 1971; Temple, Scown, & Foster, 1995). Generally, it appears that that 

imposition of a COD of minimum duration in concurrent schedules often facilitates matching. 

Human concurrent schedules research often incorporate a COD ( e.g. Catania & Cutts, 

1963; Schroeder and Holland, 1969; Baum, 1975; Horne & Lowe, 1993; Savastano & Fantino, 

1994). Catania and Cutts found subjects exhibited superstitious behaviour (i.e., accidentally 

reinforced behaviour) with no COD, but when a COD of 4.5 seconds was introduced, 

superstitious behaviour was eliminated or reduced. Horne and Lowe found no evidence for the 

COD facilitating matching. Although less common, the COD has also been employed in both 

htm1an and animal concurrent-chains studies. The typical duration of CODs in concurrent-chains 

studies is, similarly, in the 1 to 3-second range (e.g. Belke, Pierce, Powell, 1989; Alsop & 

Davison, 1986; Ito & Nakamura, 1998). A concurrent-chains study by Leung and Winton (1985) 

using pigeons as subjects found that the effects of a COD were similar to those of concurrent 

schedules. The incorporation of a 1.5-second COD produced more extreme preference and a 

lower changeover rate when variable interval schedules were arranged in the terminal links. 

Dependent and Independent Reinforcement Scheduling 

Delivery of reinforcement in concurrent schedules and concurrent-chains schedules 

varies according to the degree of control assigned to the subject. The subject has greatest control 

in an independent schedule and least control in a dependent schedule. Early operant studies ( e.g. 

Herrnstein, 1961) were typically independent concurrent VI VI schedules. Because the VI 

schedules operate independently of each other, the subject controls the delivery of each 

reinforcement alternative. A pigeon, for example, may peck exclusively on the left response key 

and hence, receive the reinforcement arranged on the left schedule without having to sample the 
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right response key. With independent scheduling, the relative rate of reinforcement is controlled 

to some degree by the subject. 

Stubbs and Pliskoff (1969) utilised a dependent scheduling procedure to ensure that a 

specified relative rate of reinforcement occuned. Reinforcement for a response was only made 

available when a particular stimulus (a red or green key light) was present. Stubbs and Pliskoff 

found that relative overall rates of responding approximated the proportions of reinforcement for 

each stimulus. The matching relationship found with the dependent schedule was consistent with 

Herrnstein's (1961) matching with an independent procedure. Dependent scheduling controls 

relative reinforcement frequency thereby preventing it from becoming a confounding variable. 

Dependent scheduling is less common in concunent-chains procedures but is occasionally used 

to control the relative number of entries into each terminal link alternative. Following the 

timeout of the initial link schedule - often a single VI schedule, access to a pmiicular te1minal 

link alternative is only possible whenreinforcement is programmed for that alternative. 

Stubbs and Pliskoffs early study suggests that the distribution of responding is not 

dissimilar between dependent and independent schedules. However, other studies with both 

human and animal subjects suggest that dependent scheduling may produce a less ~xtreme 

distribution of responding than independent scheduling (e.g. Snyderman, 1983; Chavan-o & 

Logue, 1988; Logue, King, Chavana, & Volpe, 1990; Ito, Nakamura, & Kuwata, 1997). Ito et 

al., for example, observed the preferences of undergraduate students in a concunent-chains 

procedure with both dependent and independent scheduling. The amount of reinforcement 

(points exchangeable for money) and delay were both varied. The subjects were typically more 

sensitive to both reinforcer amount and delay with independent scheduling than with dependent 

scheduling. For example, the mean preference for the shorter delay to reinforcement was . 81 for 

the independent schedule and .58 for the dependent schedule. If a subject has to continually 

switch between response keys in a dependent scheduling procedure in order to receive 

reinforcement, it appears not unlikely that the distribution of responding across the two 

schedules will be less extreme than with independent scheduling. 

The Concurrent-Chains Schedule and Human Choice Research 

Human choice research using the concurrent-chains procedure is sparse in contrast with 

the abundance of research undertaken with non-human subjects. Typically, the human choice 

research attempts to replicate the significant findings from non-human research. Leung (1989) 
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examined psychological distance to reward with undergraduate students. An earlier study by 

Duncan and Fantino (1972), using pigeons as subjects, had demonstrated that segmenting the 

delay to reinforcement increased the psychological distance to reinforcement, hence reducing 

preference for that alternative. Leung asked each subject to play a computer game in which the 

task was to detect and destroy enemy aircraft. In two procedures, fixed-time and fixed-interval 

segmented schedules were compared against their non-segmented counterparts. Subjects 

typically preferred the non-segmented delay, consistent with Duncan and Fantino. Ito, 

Nakamura, and Kuwata (1997) examined undergraduate students' preferences when either an 

independent scheduling procedure or a dependent scheduling procedure was operative in the 

initial link. Ito et al. demonstrated that the subjects were more sensitive to reinforcer amount and 

delay in the independent schedule than in the non-independent schedule. These results were 

consistent with Chavarro and Logue (1988). In three experiments, Belke, Pierce, and Powell 

(1989) examined responding with both humans (university students) and pigeons using 

analogous concurrent-chains schedules. The preferences displayed by the human su~iects were 

found to be similar but less sensitive to variations in reinforcer delays than those of the pigeons. 

Sonuga-Barke, Lea, and Webley (1989) manipulated delay and reinforcement amount (tokens 

exchangeable for sweets and toys) to children aged 6, 9, and 12 years. One terminal link always 

delivered 3 tokens after 30 seconds, whilst the alternate terminal link delivered either four tokens 

after 25 or 65 seconds, or two tokens after 25 or 65 seconds. The preferences of the children 

were sensitive to reinforcement size but, in contrast to animal research ( e.g. Chung & Herrnstein, 

1967), were typically insensitive to manipulation of reinforcer delay. 

Whilst concurrent-chains research with human subjects is a little sparse, it appears that 

the procedure does enable subjects to display a degree of preference, and the preference varies in 

a reasonably orderly manner when the contingencies are manipulated. Sensitivity of preference 

however, may be lower in human subjects than animal subjects. The differences in relative rates 

of responding between subjects for the studies above were generally reasonable. In Leung's 

study, for example, the standard deviations of fourteen subjects' responding ratios over three 

conditions were .05, .09, and .11. The ranges of responding ratios in Belke et al. 's study were 

similar across the human and animal subjects. In the Sonuga-Barke et al. study, the responding 

ratios between subjects were more variable with standard deviations of six subjects varying from 

.06 to .35. 
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Concurrent-Chains Models 

Concurrent-chains research has inspired many models, and variations of such models, 

that attempt to describe organisms' preferences. The models have increased in complexity as 

research has continued to establish more extensive behavioural trends. Earlier and less complex 

models, such as Killeen's harmonic mean, fail to account for the more recent research (e.g. the 

initial link effect). Five models are highlighted below that include three well established models: 

Squires and Fantino's (1971) delay-reduction theory; Grace's (1996) contextual-choice model; 

and Mazur' s (2000) hyperbolic value-added model. The remaining two models were introduced 

by Bragason (1999), and are termed the delay-ratio model, and the delay-difference model. Each 

of the five models accounts for the initial link and terminal link effects, and each model reduces 

to Herrnstein's original matching law when the terminal link duration tends to zero. The notation 

style of the models has been adopted from Mazur (2000). 

Delay-reduction the01y 

Squires and Fantino's delay-reduction theory (DRT) predicts that a subject's preference 

between alternatives will be moderated by the difference between the total time to the reward 

and the duration of the respective terminal links. Delay-reduction theory may be expressed as: 

(3) 

where B1 and B2 are response rates across two alternatives in the initial links, R1 and R2 are 

overall rates of reinforcement including the initial and terminal link delays, T Total is the 

arithmetic mean duration from the beginning of the initial links to reinforcement, and T11 and T12 

are the arithmetic mean durations from the beginning of the terminal links to the respective 

reinforcement. See Fantino, Preston, and Dunn (1993) for a review of delay-reduction theory. 
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Contextual-choice model 

Grace's contextual-choice model (CCM) states: 

(4) 

where bis a bias parameter for either alternative, ril and ri2 are the arithmetic mean initial link 

durations, r 11 and r 12 are the harn1onic means of the terminal link delays to reinforcement. a; and 
-a1 are individual sensitivity parameters to the initial and terminal links, T1 is arithmetic mean 

duration of the terminal link, T; is the arithmetic mean initial link duration, and k is a scaling 

parameter. CCM suggests preference is affected by the ratio of the initial link durations, and the 

ratio of the terminal link durations moderated by an exponent, being the ratio of the average 

terminal and initial link durations. The ratio of the average duration of the te1minal and initial 

links is what Grace calls the temporal context. 

Hyperbolic value-added model 

The hyperbolic value-added (HV A) model extends Mazur' s (1984) hyperbolic-decay 

equation ( equation x above) used in discrete-trial choice research to the concurrent-chains 

procedure. Mazur's hyperbolic value-added model (x below) is expressed as: 

(5) 

where Vi, Vi1, and Va are initial link and terminal link values described by the hyperbolic-decay 

equation. As with Squires and Fantino, initial link values (Vi) extend from the beginning of the 

initial links to reinforcement, and the terminal link values (Vi1, Va) describe the average terminal 

link durations. The model is described as value-added because choice ratios in concurrent-chain 

schedules are based on the increase in the value of a terminal link compared with the value of the 

initial links. 
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Delay-ratio model 

Bragason's delay-ratio model (DRM) is a variation of Grace's contextual-choice model, 

and states: 

(6) 

The two models differ only in the numerator of the exponent of the ratio of terminal link 

durations. Bragason employed the average harmonic mean of the terminal link delays (Tv) as the 

numerator, as opposed to Grace's arithmetic mean. As the average harmonic mean will be less 

than the average arithmetic mean of the terminal link delays, Bragason's exponent will have a 

greater moderating effect than Grace's exponent. 

Delay-difference model 

The delay--difference model (DDM) suggests that the difference between the harmonic 

means of the terminal link delays is moderated by the arithmetic mean average of the terminal 

link delays: 

(7) 

Four of the five models adopt a harmonic mean of the terminal link delays in varying 

ways. CCM and DRM both predict that preference is influenced by the ratio of the harmonic 

means of the terminal link delays when moderated by an exponent that accounts for the ratio of 

the initial and terminal link effects. HVA and DDM both emphasize the difference in the 

harmonic means of the terminal link delays which are moderated by the ratio of the initial and 

terminal links. DRT is the only model that does not employ a harmonic mean. Rates of 

reinforcement, and the initial and terminal link durations are calculated with an arithmetic mean. 

All models account for the influence of the initial link schedules on preference, but they do so in 

varying ways. DRT, for example, suggests preference is influenced by the relative amounts of 

delay reduction occurring in the terminal links. Bragason's DRM moderates the ratio of terminal 
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link delays with an exponent that is the ratio of the harmonic mean of the time spent in the 

terminal link to the arithmetic mean of the time spent in the initial link. 

1.4 WEBER'S LAW AND VARIABLE TERMINAL LINK DELAYS 

Introduction 

Weber's law states that the least perceivable difference in magnitude between two stimuli 

is a constant fraction of the magnitude of the starting level of the stimuli. Ernst H. Weber (1795-

1878) directed human subjects to lift pairs of weights with one hand, and to state if they could 

detect if one weight was heavier than the other paired weight. Weber discovered that two heavier 

weights must differ by a greater amount than two lighter weights for the subject to perceive any 

difference between the pairs of weights. Tests with several different pairs of weights suggested 

that the least perceivable difference (the difference threshold) between a pair of weights was a 

constant fraction of the starting level of each pair of weights (Murray, 2000). Other 

psychophysical experiments have supported the applicability of Weber's Law across different 

sensations, for example, Gamble (1898) with olfaction, and Rich (1919) with audition. 

Weber's law may be stated mathematically as Equation 8 below, where ~¢ represents 

the difference threshold, ¢ the stimulus starting level, and k is a constant referred to as the 

Weber fraction. The value of the Weber fraction is a measure of sensitivity to a stimulus, with 

~¢=k¢ (8) 

smaller fractions requiring smaller relative changes to a stimulus to be noticed. The law states 

that the Weber fraction should be invariant at all levels of the stimulus intensity, but the fraction 

tends to greatly increase at very low levels of intensity (e.g. Hecht, Haig, & Chase, 1937; Engin, 

1971; Weinstein, 1968). One explanation for higher values of the Weber fraction at small 

stimulus intensities is background sensory noise. The sensory noise interferes with sensory 

perception, and increasingly so towards smaller stimulus intensities. The distortion in sensory 

perception may be accounted for by a generalised form of Weber's law (Equation 9 below) 

~¢ = k¢+a (9) 
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where, a is the noise interfering in the perception process. As the magnitude of the stimulus 

increases, the relative effect of noise on the difference threshold decreases. 

Weber's Law and Duration Discrimination 

Weber's law states that an animal's ability to discriminate between two stimulus 

magnitudes depends not on the absolute difference between the two stimuli, but on the ratio of 

one stimulus magnitude to the other. This concept is intuitively appealing when we consider 

delay: the difference between a 5-second delay and a 10-second delay appears more 

discriminable than the difference between 100 and 1 OS-second delays, although the absolute 

difference between the pairs is the same. If temporal perception is to be regarded as analogous to 

traditional sensory perception, then established psychophysical principles may apply. The 

application of Weber's law to temporal discrimination typically follows one of two 

methodologies. The first, which may be termed interval scaling, requires subjects to estimate the 

number of standard temporal units ( e.g. seconds) for an experienced duration. Over successive 

trials a Weber fraction can be obtained for a subject's temporal sensitivity. The Weber fraction is· 

a coefficient of variance calculated from the standard deviation of the subject's estimates divided 

by the duration. Thus, if Weber's law holds, the Weber fraction should be fairly constant over a 

range of durations. A smaller study, run in conjunction with the cmTent study, asked five 

subjects to estimate the period of time that various images were displayed on a computer 

monitor. The durations were 4, 8, 16, 30, and 36 seconds in length. The calculated Weber 

fractions, averaged over five subjects, were reasonably similar across the five durations (.18 .. 24, 

.21, .17, and .20). In the second approach, termed interval discrimination, subjects are typically 

asked to discriminate between two durations of different length with the Weber fraction being 

calculated in a similar manner to traditional sensation perception. 

Research with rats and pigeons suggests a degree of validation for an extension of 

Weber's law to temporal discrimination (e.g. Stubbs, 1968; Church, Getty, & Lerner, 1976; 

Church & Deluty, 1977; Platt, 1979). A significant amount ofresearch also lends support to 

Weber's law and human temporal discrimination (e.g. Treisman, 1963; Getty, 1975; Thompson, 

Schiffman, & Bobko, 1976; Gibbon & Church, 1990; Church, Meck, & Gibbon, 1994), but there 

is also some conflicting data (e.g. Abel, 1972a; Zeiler & Powell, 1994). Following a recent 

review of several articles, Grondin (2001) suggested that the generalised form of Weber's law is 

the most acceptable expression for describing human duration discrimination. In an earlier 
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review, Allan and Kristofferson (1974) state that Weber's law does not hold for simple scaling 

studies. In discrimination studies Allan and Kristofferson report that the difference threshold is 

an increasing function of the base duration but the relationship is not usually linear, and for well

practiced subjects the difference threshold can be invariant over wide ranges of the initial 

stimulus magnitude. 

Duration discrimination appears very sensitive to the wide variety of experimental 

methodologies that have been employed. Auditory signals lead to better discrimination than 

visual signals, or tactile discrimination (e.g. Allan, 1979; Rousseau, Poirier, & Lemyre 1983). 

Filled intervals are usually perceived as longer than unfilled intervals ( e.g. Rammsayer & Lima, 

1991), and estimation of filled activities has been found to be more accurate (e.g. Abel, 1972a, 

1972b; Craig, 1973). Well-practiced subjects are better able to discriminate over a wider range of 

base durations, whereas the discriminability of na'ive subjects decreases steadily as base 

durations increase (Allan & Kristofferson, 1974; Allan, Kristofferson, & Wiens, 1971; Rousseau, 

& Kristofferson, 1973). When less attention is devoted to time, duration is perceived as shorter 

and variability is higher (e.g. Gullikson, 1927; De Wolfe & Duncan, 1959; Zakay, 1993). 

Prospective duration judgments are typically longer and more accurate than retrospective 

judgments (e.g. Block & Zakay, 1997). 

Research on human duration discrimination is additionally characterised by large 

individual differences and high degrees of variability. However, estimations of duration can be 

improved by feed-back (e.g. Friedman, 1977), and counting at a learned cadence (e.g. Getty, 

1976). For further information on duration discrimination research see Allan and Kristofferson 

(1974), Zakay (1990), and Grondin (2001). 

Weber's Law, Duration Discrimination, and the Concurrent-Chains Procedure 

In experimental studies of choice, a subject may be faced with two alternatives in which 

both outcomes are preceded by a delay. An interpretation of Weber's law (e.g. Savastano & 

Fantino, 1996) posits that preference be invariant at constant ratios of delays that precede 

identical rewards, irrespective of the absolute durations. Figure 1 depicts a concurrent-chains 

schedule with each terminal link reinforcer preceded by a delay (DL and DR). If the ratio DL/DR 

is, for example, 1/2, then Weber's law suggests preference for the left and right alternatives will 

be similar whether DL and DR are 10 and 20 seconds, or 30 and 60 seconds respectively. A 

strong form of Weber's law would require that the ratio of responding between two alternatives, 
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of equal reinforcement, be dependent on the ratio of the delays (DL/DR) preceding 

reinforcement. 

An extension of Weber's law to the concurrent-chains procedure is complicated by the 

initial link and the terminal link effects. As the initial link duration increases, relative to the 

average terminal link duration, preference tends towards indifference ( e.g. Fantino, 1969). Put 

another way, preference differential is at a maximum when the average initial link duration is 

short relative to the average terminal link duration. Weber's law predicts an invariant preference 

over different initial link durations. The terminal link effect (e.g. MacEwen, 1972) suggests that 

preference will become more extreme in the initial links when a multiplicative factor extends the 

terminal link delays - Weber's law again predicts invariance. Extending the terminal link delays 

by a common multiplier has the effect of increasing the absolute difference in delays between the 

terminal links. Hence, the absolute difference may be influencing preference. The results of a 

modification ofMacEwen's study by Gentry and Marr (1980) were more consistent with 

Weber's law. Gentry and Man arranged a timeout period following reinforcement on the 

terminal link with the shorter terminal link delay preceding reinforcement and found that 

preference did not increase as the terminal links were extended. 

Other studies with animal subjects have highlighted further inconsistencies with a simple 

extension of Weber's law to the concurrent-chains procedure. Duncan and Fantino (1970) 

examined pigeons' responding with fixed-interval terminal link schedules and found that 

preference for the more immediate outcome actually increased when a constant duration was 

added to both terminal link alternatives - Weber's law predicts a shift in preference towards 

indifference. Savastano and Fantino (1996) demonstrated how a constant difference effect may 

occur, whereby preference across two alternatives in the initial link remains constant when a 

constant delay is added to unequal delays in the terminal links (VI 5-s vs. VI 25-s and VI 100-s 

vs. VI 120-s), whereas Weber's law again predicts a shift towards indifference in the second 

condition. Mazur (2002) replicated Savastano and Fantino's experiment but used fixed-time in 

one experiment and variable-time terminal link schedules in the second experiment. Preference 

for the shorter terminal link decreased in both experiments as the length of the terminal links 

increased. Whilst Mazur's study was inconsistent with Savastano and Fantino's study, the 

decrease in preference was consistent with Weber's law. 

Whilst there is evidence for an extension of Weber's law to duration discrimination, a 

further extension to the concurrent-chains procedure appears a little weak at this stage. Of the 

general concurrent-chains models (Equations 3-7) discussed earlier, only Grace's (1996) 
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contextual-choice model predicts preference to remain constant when a constant multiplie~ 

extends the terminal link durations. In contrast, Squires and Fantino's (1971) delay-reduction1 

theory, Mazur's hyperbolic value-added model, and Bragason's delay-ratio and delay-differ4nce 

models each place a degree of emphasise on the absolute difference between terminal link 

alternatives, i.e., preference will be more extreme when a constant multiplier is applied to the 

terminal link durations. 

1.5 THE CURRENT STUDY 

To summarise to this point, human operant research has typically attempted to replicate 

established patterns of behaviour found in animal operant studies. However, human subjects 

often display rather different patterns of responding to animal subjects; they may be less 

sensitive to changing schedule conditions; and large differences in human responding are not 

unusual between subjects and studies. Animal operant studies typically show a preference for 

variable delays to reinforcement over fixed delays, and there is some evidence to suggest human 

subjects may behave similarly. The preference for variable delays to reinforcement may suggest 

a greater weighting of the shorter interreinforcement delays than the longer delays. Several early 

concurrent-chains studies employing animals as subjects, and one more recent study with human 

subjects, suggest that the harmonic mean of the terminal link delays adequately describes 

preference, but other studies are less supportive. Concurrent-chains research with human subjects 

has not received a great deal of operant research attention to date, but several varied studies have 

shown orderly results. Animal studies suggest little support for an extension of Weber's law to 

the terminal link schedules of the concurrent-chains procedure. 

Bragason 's Experiment 

Quantitative models of behaviour differ in terms of whether preference is determined by 

the ratio or by the difference in the terminal link delays of current-chains procedures. In 

Bragason's study, the differences across terminal link delays were manipulated whilst 

maintaining constant harmonic mean ratios and equal arithmetic means of the delays. The results 

enabled novel empirical tests of two established models of quantitative behaviour (Grace, 1996; 

Mazur, 2000) and ofBragason's two proposed models. 
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Bragason arranged a single VI 20-s schedule in the initial link of the first experiment and 

increased the schedule to 40 seconds in the second experiment (Figure 3, below). An arithmetic 

progression constituted each initial link schedule. Pigeons indicated their preference in the initial 

links for either of two mutually exclusive MT 40-s terminal link reinforcement schedules. Each 

terminal link schedule contained two delays. A Stubbs-Pliskoff (1969) procedure determined 

terminal link assignment in a pseudo-random fashion. A changeover delay (Herrnstein, 1961) of 

1.5-s operated between the two keys in the initial link. 

DI 

0 ~ D2 

0 
0 

D3 

0 ~ 
D4 

Initial Links Terminal Links 

Figure 3. Bragason 's concurrent-chains procedure, where the symbols R, G, and Y represent the key colours red, 

green, and yellow; Dl-4 are pre-reinforcement delays; and Rf is reinforcement (4-s access to grain). 

In both experiments subjects were exposed to two conditions including reversals. It can 

be seen from Table 1 that the ratio of the harmonic mean of Delays 1 and 2 to the harmonic 

mean of Delays 3 and 4 in Condition 1 (3.90 vs. 7.80) is 1 :2. An identical ratio exists across the 
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Table I. Bragason 's terminal link delay arrangement for Experiments I and 2. 

Delay 1 (s) Delay 2 (s) Delay 3 (s) Delay 4 (s) 

CONDITIONl 1 79 3.11 76.89 

Arithmetic Mean 40 40 

Harmonic Mean 3.90 7.80 

CONDITION2 8 72 20.85 59.15 

Arithmetic Mean 40 40 

Harmonic Mean 16.02 32.05 

harmonic means in Condition 2 (16.02 vs. 32.05). It can also be seen that the absolute difference 

between the terminal link harmonic means increases from 3.90 in the first condition to 

16.02 in the second condition. Whilst the ratio of harmonic means across terminal links remains 

constant, the absolute difference across the te1minal link harmonic means has increased from 

Condition 1 to Condition 2. The harmonic means were not calculated according to the strict 

mathematical version expressed by Equation 1, but with the modified version (Equation 10) 

below. Equation 10 has the additional constant '1 ' included in the denominator to account for 

M - _!__ f-1-[ ]-] 
H - N i=I 1 + D; 

(10) 

delay values equalling or tending toward zero. The additional constant is consistent with Mazur's 

(1984) hyperbolic-decay model (Equation 2). 

Table 2 below illustrates Bragason's results. In Condition 1 of the first experiment, 

subjects demonstrated a small preference (0.55) for the terminal link alternative with the shorter 

harmonic mean of delays. An identical distribution of responding was exhibited in the first 

condition of the second experiment. In the second condition of both experiments - in which the 

harmonic mean delays were increased by the same factor, preference increased for the terminal 

link alternative with the shorter harmonic mean of delays (0.82, 0.67), but to a much greater 

degree in the first experiment. The pattern of responding in both experiments is consistent with 

the terminal link effect whereby preference in the initial links becomes more pronounced after 

both terminal link alternatives have been increased by a common multiplicative factor. An initial 

link effect is also evident. Preference in the second condition of the second experiment tends 
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Table 2. Bragason 's results depicting subjects' preference - as a proportion of total responses for the terminal link 

alternative with the shorter harmonic mean of delays. 

PREFERENCE 

Initial Link Duration (sec) Condition 1 Condition 2 

20 (Exp 1) .55 .82 

40 (Exp 2) .55 .67 

more towards indifference when compared to the first experiment in which the initial link is half 

the duration of the second experiment. 

Weber's law suggests that preference should be similar across conditions. In the second 

condition the absolute difference between the harmonic means of the terminal link delays is 

much greater than in the first condition. The shift in preference toward the shorter harmonic 

mean in the terminal links of the second conditions may point to the absolute differences in delay 

influencing responding. The small preference toward the terminal link with the shorter harmonic 

mean in both of the first conditions and the larger preference toward the same terminal liiLI<: 

alternative in the second conditions suggests responding is better described by harmonic than 

arithmetic averaging. 

In short, Bragason's results suggest that preference is controlled by the differences, rather 

than the ratios of terminal link delays, and that the terminal link values are best characterised by 

the harmonic, rather than the arithmetic mean of the delays encountered therein. The results were 

consistent with the predictions of Mazur' s (2000) hyperbolic value-added model, and Bragason' s 

new models (delay-difference model and delay-ratio model), but were inconsistent with Grace's 

(1996) contextual-choice model. 

The Current Experiment 

The current study employed humans as subjects to replicate and extend Bragason's study. 

The concurrent-chains procedure was presented via a simple computer program. Subjects 

pressed keys on a keyboard during the initial link to select their preferred terminal link 

alternative. In the terminal links, short delays were signalled on the computer monitor followed 

by reinforcement, which consisted of a period of access to a movie. The study examined human 

subjects' preferences when variable terminal link delays precede reinforcement in a concurrent

chains procedure. More specifically, the current study posed four questions. Firstly, is the 
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distribution of responding of the human subjects in the cunent study similar to that of the 

pigeons employed as subjects in Bragason's study? The current study enabled a direct 

comparison between the responding of humans and pigeons. Secondly, is human preference 

better described by the harmonic mean or by the arithmetic mean of the terminal link delays? By 

manipulating the harmonic and arithmetic means of the terminal link delays across conditions 

and experiments, it was possible to examine whether the harmonic mean or the arithmetic mean 

of the terminal link delays better characterises the controlling variable when delays to 

reinforcement are variable and unequal across alternatives. Thirdly, if the harmonic mean~ 

found to control human preference, is Weber's ratio concept applicable? An extension of 

Weber's law to the harmonic means of variable terminal link delays suggests that subjects s~ld 

discriminate similarly across conditions in which the ratios of the harmonic means of the 

terminal link delays are identical, and hence preference across conditions should be similar.lApd 

finally, a procedural question was raised regarding the assignment of terminal link access. Is/a 

similar distribution of responding exhibited when access to the terminal links is schedule3/either 

dependently or independently? 
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2. METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS 

2.1 EXPERIMENT 1 - METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

Experiment 1 was a replication ofBragason's basic procedure. In the first of two 

conditions, the terminal link delays were arranged such that the harmonic mean of the delays of 

one terminal link alternative was twice the harmonic mean of the second alternative. The 

arithmetic means of each of the terminal link delays were equal. In the second condition, both 

harmonic means of the terminal link delays were extended by a factor of two, hence maintaining 

an identical ratio of the harmonic means of the delays across terminal links to the first condition. 

The first condition is termed the 'SAHM Condition', i.e., shorter average harmonic mean; and 

the second is termed the 'LAHM Condition', i.e., longer average harmonic mean. The arithmetic 

means of the terminal link delays in the LAHM Condition were identical to the SAHM 

Condition. Terminal link access was scheduled dependently- similarly to Bragason. A post

experiment questionnaire provided additional information on subjects' responding. Experiment 1 

posed three questions. Firstly, do subjects prefer the terminal link with the shorter harmonic 

mean of the delays to the longer harmonic mean alternative in both conditions? Secondly, if 

subjects do prefer the terminal link alternative with the shorter harmonic mean in both 

conditions, is then the proportion of responding exhibited in the SAHM Condition similar to the 

LAHM Condition? If Weber's ratio concept is extended to the harmonic means of variable 

terminal link delays, then subjects should discriminate similarly between the harmonic means of 

the terminal links delays in both conditions, and preference in the SAHM Condition should be 

similar to the LAHM Condition. And finally, are the results of the current study with human 

subjects comparable to the results of Bragason's study in which pigeons were employed as 

subjects? 

In the current study, the dependent variable was preference, expressed as the distribution 

of responding across the two alternatives in the initial links. The fundamental independent 

variable was terminal link delay to reinforcement, but as two delays were used in each terminal 

link, the arithmetic and harmonic means of the terminal link delays may also be considered 

independent variables. 
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Subjects 

One female and two male subjects were recruited by an advertising poster (Appendix F). 

The subjects were: a female zoology postgraduate student aged 33 years (Uhura); a male 

economics postgraduate student aged 33 years (Kirk); and a male business undergraduate aged 

24 years (Scotty). The advertising poster requested applicants who were interested in patiaking 

in a choice experiment which involved watching a favourite movie. The focus of the 

advertisement was to attract subjects with an interest in watching movies, as opposed to 

participating for a monetary or other reward. All participants signed a consent form prior to 

beginning the experiment. The consent form also informed subjects of the payment of a small 

financial reward. After completing the entire experiment, each subject was rewarded with a 

NZ$30 supermarket voucher. The payment comprised $2.50 per session and a bonus payment of 

$15.00 for completing all six sessions. The experimenter attempted to build a positive rapport 

and show appreciation for the subjects' efforts in order to enhance the experience of participating 

and to assist in retaining subjects for all six sessions. 

Apparatus 

The experiments were conducted in a small quiet room measuring approximately 2 by 3 

metres. The·room had no windows, unadorned walls, and contained a chair and table. A 15" 

computer monitor and a standard computer keyboard were positioned on the table. The distance 

between the subject and the computer monitor was approximately 0.6m. Behind the table stood a 

standard personal computer, and 3600-Watt (PMPO) stereo speakers. The subjects controlled the 

sound level of the movie. The computer mouse was not used by the subjects and was placed out 

of view. 

The computer was programmed using Microsoft® Visual Basic 6 software. The movies 

were viewed using Microsoft® Windows Media Player 9. Subjects chose their own preferred 

movies, but they had to be available on DVD (Digital Video Disk) and have a minimum duration 

of approximately 90 minutes. Each subject chose two DVDs - one per 3-session condition. The 

DVDs selected were: Pride and Prejudice; Vertigo; One Hour Photo; Die Another Day; and 

Internal Affair. The concurrent-chains programme ran automatically and required no operation 

by the experimenter. All events were stamped with a time marker and recorded to a standard text 

file. 
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Procedure 

Overview 

The current study enveloped the operant procedure within a fictitious scenario in which 

subjects were sited in an elevator lobby and then selected an elevator to transport them to a 

cinema complex. The scenario, and incorporated graphics, was designed to maintain subjects' 

interest and lessen the boredom of the repetitive task (see also Baum, 1975; Norman & 

Jongerius, 1985; Leung, 1989). The experiment began with subjects seated facing the computer 

monitor. All subjects were asked to remove their watches. Information describing the experiment 

was displayed on the monitor and on a paper copy (Appendix A). Subjects read the information 

and pressed the 'Enter' key when they were ready to continue. During the initial links the 

computer monitor depicted an elevator lobby and two elevators - left and right (Appendix C). A 

dark green button was sited next to each elevator. When subjects pressed the left or right 'Arrow' 

key on the keyboard, the depicted elevator button flashed bright green momentarily (Appendix 

C). 

During the te1minal link delay, a view of the inside of an elevator was depicted on the 

monitor. The view was similar to what an elevator passenger might see when standing inside an 

elevator facing the doors (Appendix C). The inside of left elevator was distinguished by a large 

'L' to the side of the elevator doors and by a blue coloured ceiling. A large 'R' and a red ceiling 

distinguished the right elevator. Reinforcement consisted of access to a favourite movie. The 

movie began automatically following the scheduled delay. A single trial was completed when 

access to the movie period had timed out, and the computer monitor again depicted the elevator 

lobby. The depiction also contained a message asking subjects to press the 'Down-Arrow' key 

when they were ready to begin the next trial (Appendix C). 

Initial Link and Terminal Link Scheduling 

The initial and terminal link schedules were arranged in a mathematically similar manner 

(although not numerically identical) to Bragason's study. The average initial link and terminal 

link schedules in the current experiment were reduced by a factor of two over Bragason's first 

experiment. A single VI 10-s dependent schedule operated in the initial links of both conditions, 

and a mixed-time (MT) 20-s schedule in both terminal links of both conditions. An arithmetic 
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progression with nine interreinforcement intervals (2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18 seconds) 

comprised the variable-interval initial link schedule. 

The average duration of the schedules were shortened from Bragason's arrangement in 

both the initial and terminal links to increase the number of trials per session, maximise the 

salience of the reinforcer, and to minimise the moderating effects of the Stubbs-Pliskoff 

procedure for terminal link entry. Previous concurrent-chains research with human subjects has 

tended toward longer initial link intervals, for example, Baum (1975) arranged a single VI 30-s 

schedule, and Leung (1989) incorporated two independent VI 60-s schedules. Sonuga-Barke, 

Lea, and Webley (1989) arranged a similarly short initial link with two independent VI I 0-s 

schedules. 

The delay periods (Table 3) in the SAHM Condition were 1.5, and 38.5 seconds in one 

terminal link alternative, and 4.4, and 35.6 seconds in the second alternative. In the second 

condition the delay periods were 4.4, and 35.6 seconds, and 13.3, and 26.7 seconds. The delay 

Table 3. Terminal link delays for Conditions 1 and 2. 

Delay 1 (s) Delay 2 (s) Delay 3 (s) Delay 4 (s) 

SAHM CONDITION 1.5 38.5 4.4 35.6 

Arithmetic Mean 20 20 

Harmonic Mean 4.7 9.4 

LAHM CONDITION 4.4 35.6 13.3 26.7 

Arithmetic Mean 20 20 

Harmonic Mean 9.4 18.9 

periods were determined from the shortest delay of 1.5 seconds. This delay was selected as being 

just long enough for subjects to briefly view the inside of the elevator before the movie started. 

The remaining delays were constrained by the schedule arrangements. Assignment of the short 

and long terminal link delays occurred in a pseudo-random fashion. Blocks of four delays, two 

short and two long for each terminal link were randomised. 

The arithmetic mean of each of the terminal link delays was 20 seconds for both 

conditions. The ratio of the harmonic means across terminal link delays was I :2 in both 

conditions, and the absolute difference between the terminal link harmonic means increased by a 

factor of two across conditions. The harmonic means were calculated with Equation 10 in a 

similar manner to Bragason. Reducing the arithmetic means to 20 seconds had the effect of 
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reducing the ratio of the harmonic mean differences across conditions - Bragason had a ratio of 

1 :4. If an absolute difference across conditions influences behaviour, it may be that Bragason's 

larger harmonic mean difference across conditions has a greater influence on behaviour than the 

current difference. The length of access to each movie period was set to 45 seconds. This was 

determined by the initial and terminal link durations, scheduling requirements, previous research, 

and by trial-and-error testing prior to the experiment beginning. Longer periods of access may 

have reduced subjects' sensitivity to the delay contingencies and would have reduced the number 

of trials per session. Short access periods may have reduced the salience of the reinforcer. 

Each of the two conditions consisted of three sessions. A single session comprised thirty 

six trials. Each of the nine interreinforcement intervals was utilised four times. With a minimum 

initial link period of 10 seconds, an average terminal link delay of 20 seconds, and a 45-second 

period of access to the movie, a 36-trial session had a minimum duration of 45 minutes. No 

formula exists for the ideal number of sessions and trials, and existing studies vary from Flora, 

Schieferecke, and Bremenkamp's (1992) single session of 30 trials lasting 10 minutes, to Baum 

(1975) who arranged 40 45-minute sessions. Most operant studies are fairly moderate, for 

example, Schroeder and Holland (1969) adopted 10 25-minute sessions, and Ito et al. three 20-

minute sessions over two days. The number of trials and sessions in the current study was simply 

an estimation balanced between obtaining a degree of experimental control and subjects losing 

interest, or perhaps feeling some physiological strain. The total video time amounted to 81 

minutes. After the third session of each condition, subjects were able to view the remaining time 

of the video at their leisure. The ordering of terminal link alternatives and conditions was varied 

amongst the subjects. 

Rates of Response 

When subjects pressed either of the 'Arrow' keys, the respective elevator button would 

be activated, i.e., the elevator button would be depicted as a bright green colour on the monitor 

(Appendix C) for a period of 0.2 seconds. The activated elevator button would deactivate, i.e., 

the depiction of the elevator button would return to the dark green colour, if the same 'Arrow' 

key was not pressed within 0.2 seconds of the previous key press. The duration of activation was 

set to 0.2 seconds to facilitate higher rates of response. If a subject tapped reasonably quickly, 

i.e., less than 0.2 seconds per press, the elevator button would remain activated (bright green). 
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Tests with longer intervals (up to one second) suggested that the activation time serves as a 

cadence marker, and subjects tend to respond at a rate approximating the activation interval. 

Subject Information 

The subject information (Appendix A) was presented to subjects to read prior to starting 

the experiment proper. Subjects were able to read the information at their own pace. After 

reading the information sheet, subjects were asked if they had any questions regarding the 

information. The experimenter provided no verbal information that was not included in the 

information sheet. A copy of the information sheet lay on the desk for further referral if 

necessary during the experiment. 

The information stated that the subject is standing in an elevator lobby waiting for one of 

two possible elevators to transport them up to a cinema complex where they wiU watch their 

chosen movie. Both elevators are currently returning to the lobby and will airive at the same 

moment. Subjects were informed that there is no indicator for the elevator movements. To select 

an elevator, subjects are informed that they must press either the 'Left-Arrow' key or the 'Right

Arrow' key on the computer keyboard, but, the elevator buttons are a little faulty and will only 

be activated for a short moment following either of the 'Arrow' keys being pressed. The 

instructions also stated that the elevator doors will not open unless the elevator button is 

activated; and the elevators might sometimes travel quickly up to the cinema complex and on 

other occasions more slowly. 

The information displayed to subjects in the current experiment served three purposes: (i) 

to describe the scenario, e.g., waiting in an elevator lobby to catch one of two elevators to a 

cinema complex; (ii) to provide instructions enabling each subject to interact with the computer 

programme, e.g., pressing either the 'Left-Arrow' or the 'Right-Arrow' key to select the 

preferred elevator; and (iii) to direct subjects attention toward the periods spent travelling in the 

elevators (i.e., the terminal link delays), e.g., subjects were informed that on some occasions the 

chosen elevator might travel quickly to the cinema and on other occasions more slowly. The 

amount of information provided to subjects was determined by the degree to which subjects' 

attention could be directed towards the reinforcement schedules without the information 

overriding those schedules. 
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Time-Tabling 

Multiple sessions of human operant experiments are typically time-tabled for the same 

time on consecutive days. In the current experiment, subjects were given greater freedom to 

choose their session schedules. The greater freedom of scheduling allowed subjects to participate 

when they felt most interested and motivated. Subjects were asked to select when they were 

available to participate in each of the three sessions of the two conditions with the proviso that 

each three session block had to be completed over a maximum of five days, no more than two 

sessions could be completed in a single day (with a reasonable rest period between the two), and 

all sessions had to be completed over a maximum period of two weeks. The general idea was for 

each condition to be completed over consecutive working weeks. 

Video Access as Reinforcement 

Previous operant studies have used different forms of video access as reinforcement, for 

example, cartoons (Zeiler & Kelly, 1969; Navarick, 1998), recordings of popular television 

programmes (Navarick, 1996), documentary-type video clips (Hackenberg & Pietras, 2000), and 

movies (Locey & Hackenberg, unpublished). The current study improved on these earlier studies 

by allowing subjects almost free reign in their choice of movies, and through the use of DVD 

technology and sizeable surround-sound speakers to maximise the movie experience. In the 

current study, the computer program automatically controlled the initial link, terminal link, and 

movie scheduling. No intervention by the experimenter was necessary. 

An advantage of video access as a reinforcer is that its consummatory nature is analogous 

to the food reinforcement of animal research (e.g. Jackson & Hackenberg, 1996). Consummatory 

reinforcement is experienced immediately rather than delayed, as is the case with tokens or cash. 

Hackenberg and Pietras have specifically examined video access as a reinforcer in a self-control 

task to determine if subjects' choices were sensitive to reinforcer amount (length of video 

access) and delay to reinforcement. The authors concluded that video access as reinforcement 

produced similar performances to food reinforcement with animal subjects, especially: (i) 

subjects preferred a larger amount of video access to a smaller amount when reinforcer delays 

were held constant; (ii) subjects preferred shorter delays to longer delays preceding access to 

equal-duration video segments; and (iii) preference for a longer video segment reversed in favour 

of a smaller more immediate video when delays of a significant duration were employed. 
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Change-Over Delay, Terminal Link Enfly Assignment, and Trial Restarts 

A COD (Herrnstein, 1961) of 1.5 seconds penalised switching between alternatives in the 

initial link. If the initial link had timed out and the subject switched from pressing one key to the 

alternate key, scheduled reinforcement was not available until a subsequent key press on the 

alternate key occurred at least 1.5 seconds after the first press. The COD was not signalled. 

Access to the reinforcement schedules in the terminal link was controlled in a dependent, 

Stubbs and Pliskoff (1969) fashion. Terminal link entries were assigned according to a pseudo

random distribution. Blocks of four entries to the terminal link alternatives, two left and two 

right, were randomised, so over 36 trials, an equal number of left and right entries were 

achieved. Dependent scheduling procedures have been shown to moderate the distribution of 

responding (e.g. Chavarro & Logue, 1988; Logue, King, Chavarro, & Volpe, 1990) but in this 

experiment, the shortened initial links and the COD may have acted to counter such moderation. 

Following the time-out of the video access, a message was displayed on the monitor 

requesting subjects to press the 'Down-Arrow' key when they are ready to begin the next trial. 

The initial link VI schedule started when the 'Down-Arrow' key was pressed. Control of the start 

of each trial by the subjects gave them an opportunity to reposition themselves, stretch, scratch 

etc after watching the movie segment, and enabled the actual interreinforcement durations to be 

more consistent with the programmed durations. 

Questionnaire 

A post-experiment questionnaire (Appendix D) containing eleven questions was 

completed by all three subjects following the final session. The questionnaire elicited 

information regarding the subject's reasons for selecting the left or right elevator, their 

knowledge of terminal link delays, and to what extent they enjoyed the movies. Information 

gained from the questionnaire was designed to assist in refining the methodology by highlighting 

potential extraneous variables, and also to provide some insight into why subjects responded as 

they did. 
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2.2 EXPERIMENT 1 - RESULTS 

The data used in the current analysis were averaged over blocks of 18 trials, i.e., 6 blocks 

per condition. Initially blocks of 9 trials were averaged but the averaged data appeared rather 

variable. Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of responding in the initial links as the proportion of 

responses on the key leading to the terminal link with the shorter harmonic mean for Uhura, 

Kirk, Scotty, and the average of all three subjects. Also depicted are the standard deviations of 

the averaged blocks of distributions. 

Figure 4 shows that Uhura exhibited a very small preference for the terminal link with the 

shorter harmonic mean in both conditions. The proportion of responding in the final 6th block of 

18 trials was .56 in the SAHM Condition and .52 in LAHM Condition. However, neither of the 

6th blocks of trials of both conditions were significantly different from .5 (t(l 7) = .85 and .57, 

both p > .05). Considering the large variance, Uhura's preferences could be described as 

indifference. The difference between the final 6th block of 18 trials of each condition was also 

not significant (t(34) = .51,p > .05). Kirk's exhibited preferences were .38 and .51 in the final 

blocks of the SAHM and LAHM conditions. Kirk showed a significant preference (t(l 7) = 2.31, 

p < .05) in the 6th block of trials of the SAHM Condition. However, the direction of preference 

was toward the terminal link alternative with the longer harmonic mean. Preference in the 

LAHM Condition was indifferent. There was no significant difference across conditions (t(34) = 

l .94,p > .05) for Kirk between the final blocks of trials. Scotty stated a preference for the left 

alternative, which in Scotty's case was the terminal link with the shorter harmonic mean, before 

starting the experiment ("I like the left side ... I'm going to go for the left side"). A bias is 

indeed illustrated in Figure 4 - especially so at the beginning of Scotty's first condition (LAHM) 

where preference in the first 18 trials averaged .95. Preference in both conditions was 

consistently toward the left alternative throughout the 6 sessions. Preference observed in the 6th 

blocks of trials (.74, .63) was significantly different from .5 for both conditions (t(~ 

5.66, bothp < .05), but the difference between the 6th blocks was not significaij{(t(34) = 1.64,p 

> .05). 

Of the three subjects, only Scotty showed a significant preference fokJhe tg1:nirraCiink 

with the shorter harmonic mean over both conditions. However, Scotty's pre-responding 

statements suggest that the exhibited preference may be due to a bias for the left side of the 

concurrent-chains procedure. The average of all three subjects' distribution ofresponding is 
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Figure 4. The four panels depict the proportions of responding for the terminal link ·with the shorter harmonic 
mean of the delays (Short TL(HM)) for each of the three subjects (Uhura, Kirk, Scotty), and for the average of 
the three subjects in Experiment 1. The depicted response proportions are averaged over blocks of I 8 trials. The 
standard deviations of the response distributions for each block of trials are shown as vertical error bars. 
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Human Preference in a Concurrent-Chains Procedure 

shown in Figure 4. The 6th blocks of trials show a small preference for the shorter harmonic 

mean terminal link, but the distribution is skewed by Scotty's data. A comparison of the 

distributions of responding across conditions failed to uncover any trends for the three subjects. 

Uhura and Scotty showed a small increase in preference for the terminal link with the shorter 

harmonic mean in the 6th blocks of trials from the SAHM Condition to the LAHM Condition, but 

the reverse was true for Kirk. The difference in responding between the 6th blocks of trials across 

conditions was not statistically significant for all three subjects. The high variability - depicted 

as standard deviations in Figure 4, acts against any small differences in responding being 

statistically significant. The average distribution of responding for our three subjects, depicted in 

Figure 4, shows an almost identical preference across conditions in the 6th blocks of trials. The 

distributions of responding in the current study do not compare well with Bragason's study, in 

which a small preference for the terminal link with the shorter harmonic mean was exhibited in 

the SAHM Condition and a larger preference in the LAHM Condition. Only Scotty's responding 

significantly favoured the shorter harmonic mean terminal link in both conditions, but the 

response proportion became less extreme from the SAHM Condition to the LAHM Condition. 

Tables 4, 5, and 6 depict a variety of responding data averaged across the 18-trial blocks 

for all three subjects. The data are characterised by variability both within and between subjects. 

For example, Uhura's response rate varied from a low of 0.3 key presses per second to a high of 

6.2 presses per second. The total number ofUhura's key presses was considerably lower in the 

5th session. Scotty's number of changeovers varied from 23 to 524, and the total key presses per 

subject ranged from 2032 for Kirk, 12750 for Uhura, and a high of27488 for Scotty. The initial 

bias stated by Scotty is evident in the ratio ofleft and right key presses in the two blocks of trials 

of the first session: 3989 left versus 73 right, and 5893 left versus 226 right. Scotty's leftest 

tendencies are also evident in the actual length of the initial links in the first session - 77 .5 and 

69.7 seconds, compared to the minimum programmed length of just 10 seconds each. The 

maximum duration of a single trial for Scotty (not shown in Table 4) was 364 seconds - perhaps 

rendering the terminal link durations inconsequential. The average duration of the actual initial 

links of all three subjects was considerably longer than the minimum 10 seconds, from a low of 

14.3 seconds for Kirk to a high of 28.6 seconds for Scotty. Earlier research ( e.g. Fantino, 1969) 

suggests longer initial link durations may moderate preference more towards indifferent 

responding, although this was not the case with Scotty. 

The responses to the post-experiment questionnaires offered some potential insight into 
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Table 4. Responding data for Uhura in Experiment I 

UHURA 
Condition 1 : Delays (1,2,3,4) = 1.5 , 38.5 , 4.4, 35.6 seconds 

Condition 2 : Delays (1,2,3,4) = 4.4 , 35.6 , 13.3 , 26. 7 seconds 

18-Trial Blocks Actual Initial Link Total Left KP Total Right KP 
Duration (s) Std Dev 

CONDITION 1 

Session 1 

First 18 17.1 8.6 576 542 

Second 18 12.6 6.7 807 642 

Session 2 

First 18 13.4 6.5 533 742 

Second 18 20.4 25.0 1422 546 

Session 3 

First 18 14.9 8.5 849 853 

Second 18 14.1 6.7 835 630 

CONDITION 2 

Session4 

First 18 13.6 6.7 699 825 

Second 18 18.3 10.7 461 477 

Session 5 

First 18 17.0 6.8 109 86 

Second 18 31.0 25.7 72 74 

Session 6 

First 18 31.5 26.0 151 154 

Second 18 14.2 8.3 337 328 

Total KP 

1118 

1449 

1275 

1968 

1702 

1465 

1524 

938 

195 

146 

305 

665 

(SAHM Condition) 

(LAHM Condition) 

Response Rate Total 
KP /Sec Std Dev Changeovers 

3.7 1.8 256 

6.2 1.5 236 

5.1 1.2 71 

5.5 0.6 70 

6.3 0.5 143 

5.6 1.2 75 

6.3 1.1 176 

3.4 2.3 220 

0.6 0.3 102 

0.3 0.2 98 

0.9 1.2 67 

2.8 1.8 73 

Resoonse Proportion 

SHM / (SHM + LHM) Std Dev 

0.53 0.32 

0.58 0.33 

0.44 0.26 

0.55 0.29 

0.57 0.24 

0.56 0.30 

0.52 0.29 

0.51 0.22 

0.51 0.10 

0.50 0.09 

0.50 0.17 

0.52 0.15 
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Table 5. Responding data for Kirk in Experiment I 

KIRK 
Condition 1 : Delays (1,2,3,4) = 1.5 , 38.5 , 4.4 , 35.6 seconds 

Condition 2 : Delays (1,2,3,4) = 4.4, 35.6, 13.3, 26.7 seconds 

18-Trial Blocks 
Actual Initial Link 

Total Left KP Total Right KP 
Duration (s) Std Dev 

CONDITION 1 

Session 1 

First 18 17.6 11.6 40 55 

Second 18 13.9 6.2 72 87 

Session 2 

First 18 16.3 9.9 91 106 

Second 18 16.3 9.4 107 123 

Session 3 

First 18 13.9 6.0 82 103 

Second 18 12.7 5.9 68 87 

CONDITION 2 

Session 4 

First 18 14.8 7.9 63 89 

Second 18 13.5 6.8 71 90 

Session 5 

First 18 12.4 5.8 77 88 

Second 18 13.1 6.6 86 73 

Session 6 

First 18 13.5 7.3 93 82 

Second 18 13.9 5.2 97 102 

(SAHM Condition) 

(LAHM Condition) 

Total KP 
Response Rate 

KP /Sec Std Dev 

95 0.4 0.2 

159 0.6 0.3 

197 0.7 0.1 

230 0.8 0.2 

185 0.8 0.2 

155 0.7 0.1 

152 0.6 0.1 

161 0.6 0.1 

165 0.8 - 0.1 

159 0.7 0.1 

175 0.7 0.1 

199 0.8 0.1 

Total 
Changeovers 

50 

63 

80 

62 

37 

26 

49 

43 

44 

50 

42 

58 

Response Proportion 

SHM / (SHM + LHM) Std Dev 

0.39 0.18 

0.46 0.19 

0.46 0.20 

0.48 0.20 

0.44 0.27 

0.38 0.22 

0.43 0.13 

0.43 0.21 

0.47 0.22 

0.52 0.19 

0.51 0.21 

0.51 0.18 
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Table 6. Responding data for Scotty in Experiment I 

SCOTTY 
Condition 1: Delays (1,2,3,4) = 4.4, 35.6, 13.3, 26.7 seconds 

Condition 2: Delays (1,2,3,4) = 1.5 , 38.5 , 4.4 , 35.6 seconds 

18-Trial Blocks Actual Initial Link Total Left KP Total Right KP 
Duration (s) Std Dev 

CONDITION 1 

Session 1 

First 18 77.5 110.4 3989 73 

Second 18 69.7 131.6 5893 226 

Session 2 

First 18 19.2 15.6 1466 227 · 

Second 18 16.6 12.3 837 536 

Session 3 

First 18 19.2 10.8 1393 408 

Second 18 18.9 17.0 1123 782 

CONDITION 2 

Session4 

First 18 24.6 21.7 1414 501 

Second 18 17.6 10.7 1293 456 

Session 5 

First 18 14.2 7.3 1039 349 

Second 18 13.9 7.7 1046 277 

Session 6 

First 18 18.1 12.0 1561 327 

Second 18 33.4 23.7 1571 701 

(LAHM Condition) 

(SAHM Condition) 

Total KP Response Rate 

KP /Sec Std Dev 

4062 3.6 1.6 

6119 5.3 0.6 

1693 5.2 0.8 

1373 4.7 0.9 

1801 5.2 0.5 

1905 5:6 0.7 

1915 4.7 0.7 

1749 5.6 0.5 

1388 5.4 0.4 

1323 5.2 1.1 

1888 5.9 0.6 

2272 4.1 1.5 

Total 
Changeovers 

43 

86 

97 

336 

212 

360 

165 

43 

23 

28 

71 

524 

Response Proportion 

SHM / (SHM + LHM) Std Dev 

0.95 0.11 

0.94 0.10 

0.87 0.12 

0.58 0.33 

0.79 0.15 

0.63 0.22 

0.78 0.17 

0.78 0.17 

0.80 0.20 

0.84 0.14 

0.83 0.20 

0.74 0.18 
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Human Preference in a Concurrent-Chains Procedure 

subject responding. Uhura stated that her responding between the left and right keys was merely 

random, and that the different durations spent in the elevators did not influence her responding. 

The tediousness of pressing the left and right keys was greater than the inconvenience of 

travelling in the elevators. Uhur~ also stated that once the elevator had arrived, she cot1ld relax 

knowing that the vllka clip was relatively imminent. Kirk reported self-instructions influencing 

his behaviour; he spent the choice phase testing patterns of responding that would enable quicker 

arrival of one particular elevator or both elevators - although no pattern was found to achieve 

this. Kirk also stated that the different durations spent in the elevators were not a consideration 

when responding in the initial links. Scotty stated an initial bias for the left alternative, and also a 

later preference for the left alternative because the times spent in the left elevator were generally 

less than the right elevator. Subjects were asked to state how many different speeds (i.e. different 

delays) each elevator operated at. Uhura and Kirk suggested 3 to 5, but Scotty correctly 

suggested 2 speeds. Estimations of the actual variations varied greatly between 1 and 40 seconds. 

Uhura additionally stated that during the 5th session, she "had other thoughts on her mind" and 

this may be evident in the significantly lower number of responses during that session. 

In summary, only Scotty's response proportions in both conditions significantly favoured 

the terminal link with the shorter harmonic mean. However, Scotty's stated bias suggests his 

results should be treated cautiously. Uhura and Kirk both stated that the terminal link delays did 

not influence their responding. Overall, Experiment 1 found that human subjects' did not prefer 

the terminal link with the shorter harmonic mean of delays to the longer harmonic mean 

alternative. By default, Weber's ratio concept could not be extended to the harmonic means of 

the terminal link delays. And finally, the distributions ofresponding of human subjects in the 

current study were not similar to the pigeons of Bragason's study. 

2.3 EXPERIMENT 2 - METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

The results of the post-experiment questionnaires of Experiment 1 suggested subjects' 

distributions of responding were influenced by pre-experimental bias and self-instructions. The 

questionnaires also suggested subjects' responding was typically not influenced by the terminal 

link delays. Whilst, earlier studies ( e.g. Nisbett & Wilson, 1977) suggest that the accuracy of 

subjects' post-experiment rationalizations need to be kept in mind, it does appear that 
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questionnaire feedback in Experiment 1 of the current study was somewhat consistent with the 

responding distributions. Experiment 2 adopted two procedural modifications in an attempt to 

both reduce the potential for self-instructions and increase the salience of the terminal link 

delays. The first modification extended the duration of the changeover delay. The second 

modification provided additional information to subjects. Pre-experimental biases are a little 

more problematic to predict and control, and were not addressed here. Experiment 2 posed the 

same three questions as Experiment 1. 

Subjects and Apparatus 

Again, three subjects - two female and one male, were recruited by advertising poster. 

The subjects were: Maggie, a homemaker aged 30; Bart, a civil engineer aged 43; and Lisa, a 31 

year-old postgraduate biology student. The movies selected were: Mr. Bean; Freddie Got 

Fingered; The Transporter; and Human Nature. The apparatus of Experiment 2 was identical to 

Experiment 1 except for a modification to the concurrent-chains computer programme. 

Procedure 

The procedure for Experiment 2 was similar to Experiment 1, and two conditions were 

again conducted. The arrangement of the terminal link delays in both conditions of Experiment 2 

was identical to Experiment 1 (see Table 3). The ordering of terminal link alternatives and 

conditions was varied amongst the subjects. 

Changeover Delay 

Several earlier studies (e.g. Schroeder & Holland, 1969; King & Logue, 1987) suggest 

that increasing the duration of the COD may have the effect of increasing sensitivity to 

scheduled reinforcement. The duration of the COD in Experiment 2 of the current study was 

increased to 2.5 seconds from 1.5 seconds in Experiment 1. Operant research typically employs 

CODs with durations ranging from 1 to 3 seconds. The duration of the COD in the first 

experiment was, at 1.5 seconds - at the lower end of the range. 
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Subject Information 

The information sheet provided to subjects in Experiment 2 (Appendix B) was a modified 

version of that used in Experiment 1. Four statements were added to the information sheet: 

1. You cannot influence when the elevators will arrive at the ground floor. 

2. You cannot influence one elevator to arrive quicker than the other. 

3. Select your preferred elevator and enjoy the film. 

4. Each elevator only has two speeds - slow and quick. 

The first two statements directly attempted to minimise potential self-instructions regarding the 

elevator arrivals by informing subjects of the workings of the elevator system in the experiment. 

The third statement had the same goal but provided some direction for subjects in what they 

were expected to do - thereby limiting the opportunity for adopting their own instructions. Whilst 

minimising the opportunity for self-instruction, the first three statements were also intended to 

increase the salience of the terminal link delays by either directly or indirectly focusing subjects' 

attention onto the terminal links. The fourth additional statement provided a little information 

regarding the elevator periods (slow and quick). Subjects' estimates of the number of terminal 

link delays (i.e., elevator travelling speeds) in Experiment 1 was typically inaccurate. The 

additional information on travelling speeds was intended to increase the discrimination of the 

travelling periods and hence increase the salience of the delays. A summary of all pertinent 

statements, including the four additional statements was added to the bottom of the information 

sheet to reinforce this information to the subjects. 

2.4 EXPERIMENT 2 - RESULTS 

The data were again analyzed in blocks of 18 trials. Figure 5 shows the distributions of 

responding for Maggie, Bart, and Lisa in a similar manner to Experiment 1. Maggie exhibited a 

large preference (.32) in the final 18-block trial of the SAHM Condition for the terminal link 

with the longer harmonic mean. The preference was statisti~ally significant (t(l 7) = 2.12, p < 

.05). In the LAHM Condition, Maggie exhibited a small preference (.55) toward the terminal 

link with the shorter harmonic mean. The preference was not significant (t(l 7) = .62,p > .05). 

No significant difference was found between Maggie's final blocks across conditions (t(34) = 
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1.97,p > .05). Bart's preference in the SAHM Condition (.65) was in the opposite direction to 

Maggie's, i.e., toward the terminal link with the shorter harmonic mean. The exhibited 

preference was not significantly different (t(l 7) = 1.67,p > .05) from .5. Barts' final block of 

trials in the LAHM Condition was almost indifferent (.47), and was not significantly different 

(t(l 7) = 1.67,p > .05) from .5. There was no significant difference between Bart's conditions 

(t(34) = 1.33,p > .05). At the beginning of the experiment, Bart showed a preference in both 

conditions toward the terminal link with the longer harmonic mean, but over the course of the 

experiment, preference in both conditions consistently shifted toward the shorter harmonic mean 

terminal link. Lisa exhibited a smallish (.42, .45) but insignificant preference (t(l 7) = .45 and 

.42, bothp > .05) toward the longer harmonic mean terminal link in the final blocks of both 

conditions. 

A preference for the terminal link with the shorter harmonic mean was found in only two 

of the possible six conditions in the 6th blocks of trials: Maggie in the LAHM Condition, and 

Bart in the SAHM Condition. Figure 5 shows the average distribution of responding for the three 

subjects of Experiment 2. The 6th blocks of trials show average preference to be indifferent in 

both conditions. Similarly to Experiment 1, the distributions ofresponding exhibited in 

Experiment 2 failed to support the harmonic mean of the terminal link delays controlling human 

preference. A comparison of the three subjects' distributions of responding in the 6th blocks of 

trials between the SAHM Condition and the LAHM Condition failed to uncover any trends. 

Maggie preferred the longer harmonic mean terminal link in the SAHM Condition and the 

shorter harmonic mean terminal link in the LAHM Condition. Barts' preferences across the two 

conditions were the opposite to Maggie's. Lisa exhibited a small preference for the longer 

harmonic mean alternative in both conditions. The average distributions of the three subjects' 

responding were almost identical in the 6th blocks of trials across conditions. A comparison of 

Experiment 2 of the current study to Bragason's study failed to find similar patterns of 

responding. 

Tables 7, 8, and 9 depict various responding data averaged across the 18-trial blocks for 

all three subjects. One aspect of subjects' responding data highlighted by both Tables 7, 8, and 9, 

and also Figure 5 is that the variability of the distribution ofresponding is considerably higher in 

Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1. The average standard deviation for the three subjects of 

Experiment 1 was .20, but in Experiment 2, the average standard deviation was .35. With a 

standard deviation of .35, the proportion of responding would have to depart either side of 

indifference by .17 to be significant. In the Experiment 2 the duration of the COD was increased 
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Figure 5. The four panels depict the proportions of responding/or the terminal link with the shorter harmonic 
mean of the delays (Short TL(HM)) for each of the three subjects (Maggie, Bart, Lisa), and for the average of 
the three subjects in Experiment 2. The depicted response proportions are averaged over blocks of 18 trials. 
The standard deviations of the response distributions for each block of trials are shmvn as vertical error bars. 
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Table 7. Responding data for Maggie in Experiment 2 

MAGGIE 
Condition 1 : Delays (1,2,3,4) = 1.5 , 38.5 , 4.4 , 35.6 seconds 

Condition 2: Delays (1,2,3,4) = 4.4 , 35.6 , 13.3 , 26.7 seconds 

18-Trial Blocks Actual Initial Link Total Left KP Total Right KP 
Duration (s) Std Dev 

CONDITION 1 

Session 1 

First 18 18.9 10.4 331 544 

Second 18 21.0 8.4 821 366 

Session 2 

First 18 14.9 10.3 460 381 

Second 18 18.4 10.2 726 436 

Session 3 

First 18 13.3 6.3 472 389 

Second 18 12.8 7.5 247 431 

CONDITION 2 

Session4 

First 18 14.3 6.9 412 489 

Second 18 15.5 7.4 411 560 

Session 5 

First 18 13.2 5.6 447 409 

Second 18 15.0 7.7 645 271 

Session 6 

First 18 15.4 7.3 604 379 

Second 18 14.1 6.8 481 467 

(SAHM Condition) 

(LAHM Condition) 

Total KP Response Rate 

KP /Sec Std Dev 

875 2.4 1.0 

1187 3.2 0.4 

841 2.9 0.9 

1162 3.2 1.1 

861 3.4 0.9 

678 3.1 1.2 

901 3.3 0.7 

971 3.3 1.1 

856 3.4 0.9 

916 3.1 1.1 

983 3.4 1.0 

948 3.6 0.6 

Total 
Changeovers 

20 

15 

7 

31 

15 

12 

12 

14 

12 

15 

16 

18 

Response Proportion 
SHM / (SHM + LHM) Std Dev 

0.44 0.34 

0.66 0.39 

0.51 0.48 

0.63 0.37 

0.47 0.36 

0.32 0.36 

0.40 0.41 

0.41 0.39 

0.55 0.39 

0.72 0.33 

0.64 0.32 

0.55 0.34 
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Table 8. Responding data for Bart in Experiment 2 

BART 
Condition 1 : Delays (1,2,3,4) = 4.4, 35.6, 1.5, 38.5 seconds 

Condition 2 : Delays (1,2,3,4) = 13.3 , 26. 7 , 4.4 , 35.6 seconds 

18-Trial Blocks Actual Initial Link Total Left KP Total Right KP 
Duration (s) Std Dev 

CONDITION 1 

Session 1 

First 18 30.6 29.2 1139 590 

Second 18 16.2 7.4 644 586 

Session 2 

First 18 17.5 7.4 638 736 

Second 18 15.7 9.2 562 671 

Session 3 

First 18 16.3 8.1 558 588 

Second 18 17.3 8.2 549 922 

CONDITION 2 

Session4 

First 18 16.5 9.9 821 465 

Second 18 15.2 7.5 706 499 

Session 5 

First 18 18.1 6.5 924 602 

Second 18 15.0 8.0 405 834 

Session 6 

First 18 17.3 8.2 747 675 

Second 18 18.4 7.0 748 763 

Total KP 

1729 

1230 

1374 

1233 

1146 

1471 

1286 

1205 

1526 

1239 

1422 

1511 

(SAHM Condition) 

(LAHM Condition) 

Response Rate Total 
KP /Sec Std Dev Changeovers 

3.2 0.8 9 

4.1 0.4 8 

4.4 0.5 11 

4.4 0.4 13 

4.0 0.7 13 

4.7 0.4 14 

4.3 0.5 13 

4.4 0.7 7 

4.7 0.3 12 

4.4 0.7 6 

4.6 0.3 10 

4.5 0.3 13 

Response Proportion 

SHM / (SHM + LHM) Std Dev 

0.38 0.47 

0.46 0.47 

0.47 0.45 

0.54 0.42 

0.54 0.42 

0.65 0.38 

0.41 0.42 

0.45 0.48 

0.38 0.43 

0.60 0.47 

0.49 0.45 

0.47 0.43 
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Table 9. Responding data for Lisa in Experiment 2 

LISA 
Condition 1 : Delays (1,2,3,4) = 4.4, 35.6, 13.3, 26.7 seconds 

Condition 2 : Delays (1,2,3,4) = 1.5 , 38.5 , 4.4 , 35.6 seconds 

18-Trial Blocks Actual Initial Link Total Left KP Total Right KP 
Duration (s) Std Dev 

CONDITION 1 

Session 1 

First 18 16.9 9.9 527 404 

Second 18 16.5 8.5 358 291 

Session 2 

First 18 25.1 37.3 803 808 

Second 18 15.5 5.8 438 409 

Session 3 

First 18 14.5 6.4 342 351 

Second 18 14.7 7.2 262 355 

CONDITION 2 

Session4 

First 18 14.8 5.5 365 322 

Second 18 14.1 6.3 372 327 

Session 5 

First 18 16.0 9.5 487 474 

Second 18 14.0 7.8 424 474 

Session 6 

First 18 16.3 9.4 532 542 

Second 18 15.2 6.2 472 531 

(LAHM Condition) 

(SAHM Condition) 

Total KP Response Rate 

KP/ Sec Std Dev 

931 3.2 0.8 

649 2.1 0.8 

1611 2.7 1.3 

847 2.9 0.7 

693 2.6 0.5 

617 2.3 0.3 

687 2.6 0.4 

699 2.8 0.3 

961 3.2 - 0.7 

898 3.5 0.3 

1074 3.6 0.5 

1003 4.0 1.0 

Total 
Changeovers 

41 

35 

646 

187 

57 

46 

61 

55 

45 

48 

51 

66 

Response Proportion 

SHM / (SHM + LHM) Std Dev 

0.58 0.29 

0.50 0.33 

0.52 0.20 

0.52 0.09 

0.52 0.16 

0.42 0.26 

0.54 0.15 

0.52 0.22 

0.50 0.30 

0.46 0.28 

0.50 0.25 

0.45 0.23 
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from 1.5 to 2.5 seconds. The average number of seconds per changeover for the three subjects in 

the Experiment 1 was 2.9 seconds. In Experiment 2, the average was longer, as predicted by 

earlier research, at 7.2 seconds per changeover. Increasing the duration of the COD resulted in a 

lower rate of changeovers similar to earlier studies ( e.g. Herrnstein, 1961; Schroeder & Holland, 

1969). The large increase in the variance of the distribution of responding from the Experiment 1 

to Experiment 2 may be due to the lower rate of changeovers in Experiment 2. If a subject is 

indifferent to the terminal link reinforcement schedules, a lower rate of changeovers may 

produce more extreme responding on both the left and the right keys, and hence a greater degree 

of variance. Increasing the duration of the COD is also likely to increase the length of the actual 

initial link duration. However, the average initial link duration of Experiment 1 was 20.4 

seconds, but in the Experiment 2 it was only 16.5 seconds. The longer average initial link 

duration of the Experiment 1 was heavily weighted by the extreme durations of Scotty, whose 

average initial link duration was 28.6 seconds. Tables 7, 8, and 9 also illustrate high degrees of 

variability of various responding data, similar to Experiment 1. The total number of changeovers, 

for example, varies from a low of 129 for Bart to 1338 for Lisa. 

The post-experiment questionnaire again potentially revealed insights into subjects' 

responding. Maggie stated that the terminal link delays did not influence her responding and 

were of no consequence; in fact they were a good opportunity to relax whilst her husband looked 

after their young child. Maggie stated that her assignment of initial link responses was fairly 

random. Bart's feedback suggested that his responding was influenced by self-instructions. Bart 

reported that he was aware that there was a short and a long duration for each of the elevators, 

and following a short duration being encountered on one response key, in the subsequent trial he 

would concentrate on the opposite response key. Similar to previous subjects, Bart stated that the 

different periods spent waiting in the elevator were of no relevance, but the choice phase was 

frustrating and it was a relief to escape from it. Lisa stated that her responding was mostly 

random. An early response pattern was simply to alternate responses, i.e., left, right, left, right, 

etc; however the presence of a COD doesn't favour such a technique. Lisa later settled on several 

consecutive presses on one response key followed by several responses on the alternative 

response key - an option that would maximize the rate of reinforcement. Maggie and Bart were 

both able to state that each elevator had two different speeds - long and short, but they were not 

able to provide duration estimates. Lisa couldn't state how many different elevator speeds there 

were. Perhaps Lisa did not read the instructions especially well. 
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In summary, Experiment 2 arrived at similar conclusions to Experiment 1 in that the 

relative harmonic mean of the terminal link delays was not shown to control human preference; 

by default, Weber's ratio concept could not be extended to the harmonic means of terminal link 

delays; and there was no similarity between human distributions of responding in the current 

study and.the pigeons ofBragason's study. The averaged preferences of our three subjects were 

indifferent to the terminal link delays. Feedback from the questionnaires typically reported 

responding was not influenced by the different terminal link delays. 

2.5 EXPERIMENT 3 - METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

In Experiments 1 and 2, human subjects were generally insensitive to the relative 

harmonic mean terminal link delays. The subjects may however, be sensitive to the relative 

arithmetic mean tenninal link delays. In Experiment 3, the terminal link delays of two conditions 

were both arranged in such a manner that the harmonic means of the delays were equal across 

terminal link alternatives, and the arithmetic mean of the delays of one terminal link was twice 

that of the arithmetic mean of the second terminal link. The first question of Experiment 3 asked: 

do subjects prefer the terminal link with the shorter arithmetic mean to the longer arithmetic 

mean alternative in both conditions? 

If responding is distributed reasonably equally in the initial links of Experiments 1 and 2 

- as was the case, and also equally in Experiment 3, then extraneous variables or procedural 

factors might be exerting control over subjects' behaviour. One procedural factor that potentially 

influences subjects' distribution of responding is whether access to the terminal link is 

dependently or independently scheduled. Several earlier studies (Chavarro & Logue, 1988; 

Logue, King, Chavarro, & Volpe, 1990; Ito, Nakamura, Kuwata, 1997) suggest dependent 

scheduling may lead to a less extreme distribution of responding. In Experiments 1 and 2 of the 

current study and also in Bragason's study, terminal link access was dependently scheduled in 

the manner of Stubbs and Pliskoff (1969). Experiment 3 compared responding between one 

condition in which access to the terminal links was dependently scheduled and a second 

condition in which access to the terminal links was scheduled independently. The second 

question of Experiment 3 asked: is the distribution of responding exhibited in the dependently 

scheduled condition similar to that exhibited in the independently scheduled condition? 
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Subjects a11d Apparatus 

Three subjects were recruited by advertising poster- two female and one male. The 

subjects were: Hilda, an interviewer aged 35; Betty, a 25 year-old waitress; and Stan, a 32 year

old recruitment specialist. The movies selected were: Shrek; Emelie; Freddie Got Fingered; 

Human Nature; and The Cook, The Thief, His Wife, and Her Lover. The apparatus employed in 

Experiment 3 was identical to Experiments 1 and 2 except for a modification to the concurrent

chains computer programme. 

Procedure 

Experiment 3 was conducted in a similar manner to Experiments 1 and 2. The duration of the 

COD and the information provided to subjects followed Experiment 2. The arrangement of 

terminal link delays, illustrated in Table 10, was identical in both conditions. The delays were 

Table I 0. The arrangement of terminal link delays for both the Dependent and the Independent conditions. 

Delay 1 (s) Delay 2 (s) D~ -~, 

DELAYS 10 16 13.4 26.0 

--- I -
Arithmetic Mean 13.0 ~ 

Harmonic Mean 13.4 13.4 

arranged such that the harmonic means of the terminal link delays were equal across conditions; 

the arithmetic mean of the delays of one terminal link was twice the arithmetic mean of the 

second terminal link; and the average of all four terminal link delays was approximately equal to 

the average of the four delays of the first two experiments, i.e., 20 seconds. In one condition, 

termed the 'bependent Condition', the initial link scheduling was dependent - in a similar 

manner to the previous two experiments. In a second condition, termed the 'Independent 

Condition', the initial link scheduling was independent. In the Independent Condition, l)(>th 

terminal link reinforcement schedules were always available following the timeout ot,Ahe single 

VI 10-s initial link schedule. The ordering of terminal link alternatives and conditwfis was varied 

amongst the subjects. 
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2.6 EXPERIMENT 3 - RESULTS 

Figure 6 illustrates the distributions of responding in the initial links for Hilda, Betty, 

Stan, and the average of the three subjects. The data are depicted in a similar fashion to the first 

two experiments. All three subjects exhibited a slight preference for the terminal link with the 

shorter arithmetic mean of the delays in the Dependent Condition, and a sizeable preference for 

the same alternative in the Independent Condition. Hilda's preferences in the final 18-trial blocks 

were .53 in the Dependent condition and .86 in the Independent condition. Betty's preferences 

were .53 and .70, and Stan's were .58 and .92. Hilda's preference in the final block of 18 trials of 

the Dependent Condition was not significantly different from .5 (t(l 7) = .34, p > .05), but 

preference in the Independent Condition was both significantly different from .5 (t(l 7) = 9.55, p 

< .05) and from the Dependent Condition (t(34) = 3.47, p < .05). Betty's preferences were not 

significantly different from .5 in either the Dependent Condition (t(l 7) = .10, p > .05) or the 

Independent Condition (t(l 7) = 2.02, p > .05), and there was no significant difference across 

conditions (t(34) = 1.20, p > .05). Obtaining a significant difference for Betty's distribution of 

responding was hampered by large variances in the distribution of responding. Betty's standard 

deviations of the final block of trials of the Dependent and Independent conditions were .42, and 

.43. With a standard deviation of .42, the distribution of responding required to be significantly 

different from .5 would need to be at least .71. Matching would occur when the proportion of 

responding was .67 with the current distribution of delays. Stan's preferences in both the 

Dependent and the Independent Conditions were significantly different from .5 (t(l 7) = 2.61 and 

14.85, both p < .05). Similar to Hilda, the preference exhibited by Stan in the final 18-block trials 

was significantly different across conditions (t(34) = 8.15, p < .05). 

Consistent with earlier studies with human subjects, the current experiment found a large 

degree of moderation from the Independent to the Dependent Condition for all three subjects. 

This finding is depicted in the average distributions of responding for the three subjects in Figure 

6. Logue et al. found a similar result when examining sensitivity to variations in amount and 

delay with dependent and independent concurrent VI VI schedules. With dependent scheduling, 

their subjects were typically indifferent to both reinforcer amount and delay, and insensitive to 

changes in the relative reinforcer amount and delay. Studies that enable an analysis of the effects 

of dependent scheduling allow a distinction to be drawn between human and animal subjects. 

The results of animal studies show either no difference between dependent and independent 

conditions (e.g. Stubbs & Pliskoff, 1969; Davison, 1983; Schofield & Davison, 1997; Bronetal, 
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2003), or a moderate decrease in preference (e.g. Snyderman, 1983). Studies with human 

subjects have shown a large decrease in preference from independent to dependent scheduling, 

tending toward either a smaller preference (e.g. Ito, Nakamura, & Kuwata, 1997), or indifference 

(e.g. Logue, King, Chavarro & Volpe, 1990). The current study is consistent with this 

distinction: all three subjects showed a large decrease in preference from the Independent to the 

Dependent Condition, with Hilda and Betty's responding showing only a small and statistically 

insignificant preference toward the shorter arithmetic mean terminal link. The results of the 

current experiment combined with those of Ito et al. and Logue et al. suggest that any potential 

preferences to be found in Experiments 1 and 2 of this study might be obscured by the dependent 

scheduling arrangements. 

With dependent scheduling, we would expect the actual duration of the initial links to be 

longer than with independent scheduling. This is evident in the responding data illustrated in 

Tables 11, 12, and 13. The average initial link durations for Hilda were 17.4 seconds in the 

Dependent Condition and 10.7 seconds in the Independent Condition, 15.8 and 10.6 seconds for 

Betty, and 14.1 and 10.9 seconds for Stan. All three initial durations were longer in the 

Dependent condition as expected. The standard deviations of the distributions of responding 

were reasonably high for Hilda (37, .21) and also Betty (.33, .35), but much l~wer for Stan,(.lJ,, 

.12). 

All subjects reported in the post-experiment questionnaire that they preferred the terminal 

link with the shorter arithmetic mean of the delays in both conditions. Whilst it was not 

surprising that subjects reported such a preference in the Independent Condition, the preference 

was also reported in the Dependent Condition when the observed distribution of responding was 

close to indifference. The distributions of responding exhibited in Experiment 3 suggest 

preference was influenced by the relative arithmetic means of the terminal li,nk-deJ.ays. However, 

subjects reported in the post experiment questionnaires that the large delay ( 45.2 secol)tls) 
. . 

arranged in the terminal link alternative with the larger arithmetic mean olj:he d#s 

substantially influenced their preferences, i.e., subjects' responding was typically directed away 

from the terminal link containing the large delay. All subjects reported that each elevator had 

two operating speeds. Estimations of the travelling times were an improvement from the first two 

experiments. 

In summary, all subjects in the Independent Condition of Experiment 3 demonstrated a 

strong preference for the terminal link with the shorter arithmetic mean of the delays. 

Preferences exhibited in the Dependent Condition showed a large decrease from the 
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Figure 6. The four panels depict the proportions of responding for the terminal link ·with the shorter 
arithmetic mean of the delays (Short TL(AM)) for each of the three subjects (Hilda, Betty, Stan), and/or the 
average of the three subjects in Experiment 3. The depicted response proportions are averaged over blocks of 
18 trials. The standard deviations of the response distributions for each block of trials are shown as vertical 
error bars. 
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Table 11. Responding data/or Hilda in Experiment 3 

HILDA 
Condition 1 ; Delays (1,2,3,4) = 10 , 16 , 6.81 , 45.19 seconds 

Condition 2 : Delays (1,2,3,4) = 10 , 16 , 6.81 , 45.19 seconds 

18-Trial Blocks Actual Initial Link Total Left KP Total Right KP 
Duration (s) Std Dev 

CONDITION 1 

Session 1 

First 18 16.4 10.2 800 717 

Second 18 19.3 9.2 916 916 

Session 2 

First 18 15.6 7.8 738 808 

Second 18 20.5 9.0 945 1075 

Session 3 

First 18 14.1 7.7 466 856 

Second 18 18.6 7.3 1073 716 

CONDITION 2 

Session4 

First 18 10.3 5.5 626 248 
Second 18 11.0 5.1 734 243 
Session 5 

First 18 11.5 6.7 714 274 

Second 18 11.1 6.3 689 265 
Session 6 

First 18 10.4 5.5 801 120 

Second 18 10.2 5.4 691 175 

Total KP 

1517 

1832 

1546 

2020 

1322 

1789 

874 

977 

988 

954 

921 

866 

(Dependent) 

(Independent) 

Response Rate Total 
KP /Sec Std Dev Changeovers 

5.3 0.6 21 

5.3 0.4 19 

5.5 0.6 15 

5.5 0.3 64 

5.2 0.5 11 

5.3 0.3 17 

4.7 0.6 34 

4.9 0.5 33 

4.7 0.6 40 

4.8 0.3 33 

4.8 1.2 20 

4.7 0.5 27 

Response Proportion 

SAM / (SAM + LAM) Std Dev 

0.54 0.34 

0.47 0.35 

0.50 0.41 

0.49 0.37 

0.35 0.39 

0.53 0.37 

0.67 0.31 

0.76 0.21 

0.74 0.27 

0.81 0.21 

0.91 0.11 

0.86 0.16 
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Table 12. Responding data for Betty in Experiment 3 

BETTY 
Condition 1: Delays (1,2,3,4) = 10, 16, 6.81, 45.19 seconds 

Condition 2: Delays(1,2,3,4)= 10, 16, 6.81, 45.19 seconds 

18-Trial Blocks Actual Initial Link Total Left KP Total Right KP Total KP 
Duration (s) Std Dev 

CONDITION 1 

Session 1 

First 18 10.7 5.1 239 295 534 

Second 18 11.6 7.1 438 115 553 

Session 2 

First 18 10.5 5.4 303 189 492 

Second 18 10.4 5.4 284 221 505 

Session 3 

First 18 10.2 5.4 401 133 534 

Second 18 10.2 5.3 490 164 654 

CONDITION 2 

Session4 

First 18 24.0 17.1 1038 647 1685 
Second 18 19.2 15.3 795 388 1183 
Session 5 

First 18 10.8 12.6 381 262 643 
Second 18 7.7 5.3 236 236 472 
Session 6 

First 18 14.8 10.0 420 416 836 

Second 18 18.0 8.5 644 519 1163 

CJ\ 
f---' 

(Independent) 

(Dependent) 

Response Rate Total 
KP /Sec Std Dev Changeovers 

2.7 0.7 32 

2.6 0.5 12 

2.5 0.4 14 

2.5 0.6 12 

2.9 0.5 10 

3.5 0.6 5 

3.9 0.6 158 

3.7 0.6 31 

3.4 0.7 17 

3.3 0.6 12 

3.2 0.9 15 

3.6 0.6 17 

Response Proportion 

SAM / (SAM + LAM) Std Dev 

0.45 0.31 

0.81 0.27 

0.60 0.36 

0.61 0.39 

0.70 0.37 

0.70 0.42 

0.69 0.26 

0.61 0.20 

0.46 0.37 

0.53 0.37 

0.51 0.36 

0.53 0.43 
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Table I 3. Responding data for Stan in Experiment 3 

STAN 
Condition 1 : Delays (1,2,3,4) = 10 , 16 , 6.81 , 45.19 seconds 

Condition 2: Delays(1,2,3,4)= 10, 16, 6.81, 45.19 seconds 

18-Trial Blocks Actual Initial Link Total Left KP Total Right KP 
Duration (s) Std Dev 

CONDITION 1 

Session 1 

First 18 12.6 7.5 616 122 

Second 18 13.1 6.5 489 364 

Session 2 

First 18 13.0 6.0 439 530 

Second 18 17.6 9.8 497 517 

Session 3 

First 18 15.4 9.4 640 534 

Second 18 13.0 6.0 586 469 

CONDITION 2 

Session4 

First 18 11.0 6.3 407 340 

Second 18 11.1 6.6 401 227 

Session 5 

First 18 11.5 9.0 377 308 

Second 18 10.4 5.5 405 214 

Session 6 

First 18 10.2 5.3 529 66 

Second 18 11.2 6.3 510 64 

(Dependent) 

(Independent) 

Total KP Response Rate 

KP /Sec Std Dev 

738 3.3 0.6 

853 3.7 0.5 

969 4.1 0.4 

1014 3.4 0.8 

1174 4.3 0.4 

1055 4.5 0.3 

747 3.6 0.7 

628 3.1 0.5 

685 3.1 0.6 

619 3.1 0.5 

595 3.1 0.5 

574 2.9 0.7 

Total 
Changeovers 

29 

44 

36 

71 

75 

50 

36 

37 

40 

19 

8 

13 

Response Proportion 

SAM / (SAM + LAM) Std Dev 

0.79 0.26 

0.61 0.24 

0.50 0.28 

0.45 0.16 

0.57 0.14 

0.58 0.13 

0.52 0.34 

0.66 0.30 

0.63 0.32 

0.66 0.33 

0.92 0.12 

0.92 0.12 
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Independent Condition. All three subjects exhibited a small preference in the Dependent 

Condition for the sho1ier arithmetic mean terminal link, but for two of the three subjects, the 

preference was statistically insignificant. Feedback from the post-experiment questionnaire 

suggested that preference was influenced by the large delay arranged in the longer arithmetic 

mean terminal link. 

2. 7 EXPERIMENT 4 - METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

Experiment 3 showed that the dependent scheduling procedure severely moderated 

preference. It may be then, that the indifference exhibited in Experiments 1 and 2 was similarly a 

result of the dependent scheduling procedure. Experiment 4 re-examined the SAHM Condition 

of Experiments 1 and 2 (i.e., unequal harmonic means and equal arithmetic means) but altered 

the procedure for terminal link access to independent scheduling. Experiment 4 asked whether or 

not subjects exhibited a greater preference for the terminal link alternative with the shorter 

harmonic mean when terminal link access was independently scheduled. If preference is 

controlled by the relative harmonic mean ofte1minal link delays and if preference is not 

constrained by a dependent scheduling procedure, then the distribution of responding should be 

directed toward the terminal link with the shorter harmonic mean. If preference is controlled by 

the relative arithmetic mean of the delays, as suggested by Experiment 3, then preference will be 

indifferent. Two conditions were both arranged with identical terminal link delays to the SAHM 

Condition of Experiment 1 and 2 (Table 3). The terminal link with the shorter harmo.iiic"""mean 

was arranged on the left side of the concurrent-chains procedure in the first condition, and on the 

right side in the second condition. 

Subjects, Apparatus, and Procedure 

Two subjects were recruited by advertising poster - one female and one male. The subjects were: 

Sally, a nurse aged 28; and Jack, a 25 year-old builder. The movies selected were: The English 

Patient; Accidental Tourist; Human Nature, and; Freddie Got Fingered. The apparatus of 

Experiment 4 was identical to the previous three experiments except for a modification to the 

concurrent-chains computer programme. Experiment 4 was conducted in a similar manner to the 
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previous three experiments. The duration of the COD and the information provided to subjects 

followed Experiment 2 and 3. One condition, termed the 'Left Condition', arranged the shorter 

harmonic mean delays (i.e., 1.5 and 38.5 seconds) on the left terminal link, and the longer 

harmonic mean delays (i.e., 4.4 and 35.6 seconds) on the right terminal link. In the second 

condition, termed the 'Right Condition', the arrangement of delays was reversed across terminal 

links, i.e., shorter harmonic mean delays to the right terminal link alternative, and longer to the 

left. Sally ran the Left Condition first, and Jack the Right Condition first. 

2.8 EXPERIMENT 4 - RESULTS 

Figure 7 illustrates the distribution ofresponding in the initial links for Sally and Jack - in 

a similar fashion to the previous three experiments. Sally's distribution of responding in the final 

18-trial blocks shows a very small and non-significant (t(l 7) = .35, p > .05) preference (.52) for 

the shorter harmonic mean terminal link alternative.in the Left Condition. In the Right 

Condition, a small preference (.56) is again found for the shorter harmonic mean alternative, but 

again the preference is non-significant (t(l 7) = .94, p > .05). Jack's distribution of responding 

showed small preferences for the longer harmonic mean terminal link in both the Left Condition 

(.46) and the Right Condition (.43). The preferences were not significantly different (t(l 7) = .47 

and .87, both p > .05) from .5 in both conditions. Across conditions, the distributions of 

responding were not significantly different for both Sally and Jack (t(34) = .94 and .94, both p > 

.05). An average of Sally and Jack's preferences show indifference for the terminal link 

reinforcement schedules. 

Tables 14 and 15 show various responding data for Sally and Jack. Similar to the 

previous experiments, both subjects exhibited a high degree of variance in their distributions of 

responding. Sally's standard deviation averaged .26 over both conditions and John's averaged 

.31. The duration of the COD in Experiment 4 was 2.5 seconds - identical to the duration in 

Experiment 2, and longer then the 1. 5 seconds of Experiment 1. The average rate of changeovers 

in Experiment 1 and 2 were 2.9 and 7.2 seconds per changeover. The rate of changeovers in 

Experiment 4 was 7.4 seconds per changeover - almost identical to Experiment 2 in which the 

duration of the COD was identical. Tables 14 and 15 show Sally and Jack exhibited reasonably 

stable but different patterns of responding throughout the experiment. For example, Sally's 

response rate was less than a third of Jack's (1.5 vs. 4.9), but Sally's total number of changeovers 

(454) was considerably more than Jack's (291). Sally's lower response rate and a greater number 
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Figure 7. The two panels depict the proportions of responding for the terminal link with the shorter harmonic 
mean of the delays (Short TL(HM)) for each of the two subjects (Sally, Jack) in Experiment 4. The depicted 
response proportions are averaged over blocks of 18 trials. The standard deviations of the response 
distributions for each block of trials are shown as vertical error bars. 

of changeovers resulted in the average initial link duration being approximately 1.5 seconds 

longer than Jack's. 

The results of Sally and Jack's post-experiment questionnaires were quite similar. Both 

Sally and Jack stated that there were two different operating speeds for both the left and the right 

elevator. Sally and Jack's estimations of the different durations spent in the elevators were 

reasonably accurate, and certainly more accurate than the estimations obtained from subjects in 

the first two experiments. Both subjects stated that their responding in the initial links was not 

influenced by the different durations spent in the elevators, but was more random in manner. 

Jack additionally stated that the experiment became a little bit tedious, which may have 

contributed to a 20-minute siesta he took during the 26th trial of the fifth session. 
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Table I 4. Responding data for Sally in Experiment 4 

SALLY 
Condition 1: Delays (1,2,3,4) = 1.5 , 38.5 , 4.4 , 35.6 seconds 

Condition 2: Delays {1,2,3,4) = 4.4, 35.6, 1.5, 38.5 seconds 

18-Trial Blocks Actual Initial Link Total Left KP Total Right KP 
Duration (s) Std Dev 

CONDITION 1 

Session 1 

First 18 11.3 5.8 213 149 

Second 18 10.4 5.4 309 229 

Session 2 

First 18 10.2 5.3 228 176 

Second 18 10.6 5.5 114 152 

Session 3 

First 18 12.5 6.4 127 151 

Second 18 11.2 5.3 120 124 

CONDITION2 

Session4 

First 18 10.6 5.2 150 125 

Second 18 10.6 5.4 124 111 
Session5 

First 18 10.9 4.9 171 100 
Second 18 35.1 104.6 132 107 
Session 6 

First 18 10.8 5.5 119 120 

Second 18 11.4 5.9 121 132 

(Left Condition) 

(Right Condition) 

Total KP Response Rate 

KP /Sec Std Dev 

362 1.7 0.9 
538 2.8 0.5 

404 2.1 0.7 
266 1.4 0.4 

278 1.2 0.2 

244 1.2 0.1 

275 1.4 0.2 
235 1.2 0.1 

271 1.4 -. 0.2 
239 1.2 0.3 

239 1.2 0.3 

253 1.2 0.2 

Total Response Proportion 
Changeovers SHM / (SHM + LHM) Std Dev 

18 0.67 0.38 
62 0.56 0.17 

33 0.55 0.32 

32 0.35 0.26 

45 0.47 0.24 

35 0.52 0.24 

49 0.50 0.21 

26 0.55 0.27 

40 0.37 0.27 

39 0.43 0.20 

33 0.49 0.25 

42 0.56 0.27 
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Table 15. Responding data for Jack in Experiment 4 

JACK 
Condition 1 Delays (1,2,3,4) = 4.4, 35.6, 1.5, 38.5 seconds 

Condition 2 Delays (1,2,3,4) = 1.5 , 38.5 , 4.4 , 35.6 seconds 

18-Trial Blocks Actual Initial Link 
Total Left KP Total Right KP 

Duration (s) Std Dev 

CONDITION 1 

Session 1 

First 18 10.4 5.6 490 356 

Second 18 10.2 5.3 709 266 

Session2 
First 18 10.5 5.6 317 571 

Second 18 10.6 5.8 520 450 

Session3 
First 18 10.6 5.5 514 474 

Second 18 11.0 5.9 438 502 

CONDITION 2 

Session4 

First 18 10.6 4.9 528 340 

Second 18 10.2 5.3 317 537 
Sessions 

First 18 10.3 5.5 459 499 

Second 18 74.8 271.7 424 422 
Session 6 

First 18 10.2 5.3 429 525 

Second 18 10.3 5.5 433 492 

Total KP 

846 

975 

888 

970 

988 

940 

868 

854 

958 

846 

954 

925 

(Right Condition) 

(Left Condition) 

Resoonse Rate Total 
KP/Sec Std Dev Changeovers 

4.3 1.4 21 

5.4 0.5 18 

4.7 0.8 29 

5.1 0.6 44 

5.4 0.9 38 

4.9 0.6 19 

4.5 0.6 25 

4.8 0.9 15 

5.3 0.5 21 

4.6 1.4 12 

5.3 0.4 31 

5.0 0.7 18 

Response Proportion 

SHM / (SHM + LHM) Std Dev 

0.36 0.38 

0.26 0.28 

0.64 

0.45 0.20 

0.52 0.23 

0.46 0.36 

0.53 0.29 

0.42 0.37 

0.46 0.31 

0.60 0.37 

0.47 0.25 

0.43 0.34 
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Human Preference in a Concurrent-Chains Procedure 

In summary, the preferences exhibited by both subjects in Experiment 4 are similar to 

those of the first two experiments. The average of Sally and Jack's preferences in the 6th blocks 

of trials (.49) are best described as indifference to the terminal link reinforcement schedules. 

Neither Sally nor Jack's preferences were significantly different from .5. The results found in 

Experiment 4 fail to support the relative harmonic mean controlling human preference. 

2.9 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

Experiments 1 and 2 examined whether human subjects' preferences were controlled by 

the relative harmonic mean of the terminal link delays when access to the terminal links was 

scheduled in a dependent fashion. Experiment 4 also examined the influence of the relative 

harmonic mean but terminal link access was scheduled independently. Experiment 3 examined 

whether human subjects' preferences were controlled by the relative arithmetic mean of the 

terminal link delays when access to the terminal links was assigned either by dependent 

scheduling or by independent scheduling. The results of the four experiments are depicted in 

Figure 8 as the logs of the preference ratios. 

Overall, the distributions of responding in Experiments 1, 2, and 4 were described by 

indifference. Figure 8 suggests that a small preference was found in Experiment 1 for the 

terminal link with the shorter harmonic mean. However, the average distributions of responding 

exhibited in Experiment 1 were skewed by Scotty's data. Scotty exhibited a consistent 

preference for the shorter harmonic mean terminal link, but his stated bias for the left concurrent

chains side suggests that the terminal link delays may not have influenced his preference. Figure 

8 depicts a strong preference for the terminal link with the shorter arithmetic mean in the 

independent condition of Experiment 3. When scheduled dependently, the three subjects 

exhibited a very small preference for the shorter arithmetic mean terminal link, although two of 

the three subjects' preferences were not statistically significant. The dependently scheduled 

procedure appeared to severely moderate preference when compared with independent 

scheduling. Earlier human operant studies (e.g. Logue, King, Chavarro, & Volpe, 1990) have 

found similar differences in preference when comparing dependent and independent scheduling. 

The arrangement of the terminal link delays in Experiment 4 was reversed across conditions in 

an attempt to quantify subjects' sensitivity to the relative harmonic mean delay. The measure of 

sensitivity is that utilised in Baum's (1974) generalised matching law. Figure 8 shows that 

subjects' sensitivity (-.03) in Experiment 4 was effectively nil, i.e., subjects were not at all 

sensitive to relative harmonic mean delay. 
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Figure 8. The graph depicts the average preferences in each of the two conditions of the four experiments. The data 

are plotted in terms of the logs of the preference ratio versus the delay ratio, and are the average of the subjects in 

each experiment. The unfilled squares represent the SAHM and LAHM Conditions of Experiment 1, and the unfilled 

crossed squares represent Experiment 2. The upper unfilled square is the LAHM Condition, and the zpper unfilled 

crossed square is the SAHM Condition. The filled circle is the Dependent Condition of Experiment 3, and the filled 

square is the Independent Condition. The two unfilled circles are the Left and Right Conditions of Experiment 4. 

The depicted equation describes the solid line ioining the Left and Right Conditions. The graph depicts the unequal 

harmonic mean data (i.e., Experiments 1, 2, and 4) as the unfilled symbols, and the unequal arithmetic mean data 

(i.e., Experiment 3) as the solid symbols. 

The responding exhibited by the human subjects in the four experiments of the current 

study found that preferences were controlled by the relative arithmetic mean rather the relative 

harmonic mean. These results are not consistent with earlier animal studies that have shown 
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support for the harmonic mean of terminal link delays (e.g. Killeen, 1968; MacEwen, 1972). The 

current study is also not consistent with Locey and Hackenberg's (unpublished) study which 

demonstrated that human subjects preferred the terminal link with the lower harmonic mean of 

delays when pairs of variable delays were arranged in the terminal links. 

The current study failed to support an extension of Weber's law to the harmonic means of 

variable terminal link delays. In Experiments 1 and 2, the harmonic means of the terminal link 

delays were increased across conditions whilst maintaining a constant ratio of the harmonic 

means. An extension of Weber's law to the harmonic means of variable terminal link delays 

suggests that subjects should discriminate similarly across conditions in which the ratios of the 

harmonic means of the terminal link delays are identical, and hence preference across conditions 

should be similar. Of the six subjects tested in Experiments 1 and 2, two subjects (Uhura and 

Lisa) showed no difference across conditions, two subjects' (Scotty and Maggie) preferences 

increased from the SAHM Condition to the LAHM Condition, and two subjects' (Kirk and Bart) 

preferences decreased. 

The distributions of responding exhibited in the current study were not consistent with 

Bragason's study. Bragason's data showed a small preference toward the terminal link with the 

shorter harmonic mean in the first conditions of his two experiments, and a considerably larger 

preference in both of the second conditions. In contrast to the current study, Bragason's results 

were better described by a harmonic mean of the terminal link delays. If the harmonic mean had 

been the controlling variable in the current study, then we might at least expect to see a very 

small preference toward the tenninal link with the shorter harmonic mean exhibited in 

Experiments 1 and 2 in a similar manner to the dependent condition of Experiment 3. However, 

no consistent preference for the shorter harmonic mean was found. Evidence of a preference for 

the shorter harmonic mean might have been more likely in the LAHM Conditions of 

Experiments 1 and 2- as Bragason's study found a larger preference when the harmonic means 

of the terminal links were extended, but this was not the case. Bragason demonstrated an 

increase in preference across conditions - suggesting that the absolute difference between the 

harmonic means was influencing behaviour. The current study found no consistent preference 

across conditions. 

Feedback from the post-experiment questionnaire of Experiments 1, 2, and 4 typically 

suggested subjects' responding was not controlled by the terminal link delays. Only Scotty in the 

first experiment stated that his responding was influenced by the terminal link delays. However, 

subjects may have repo1ied that the terminal link delays did not influence their responding 
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because they were indifferent to the arranged delays in each terminal link, i.e., subjects could see 

no particular advantage in responding more on one terminal link than the other and hence 

described their responding as umelated to the terminal link delays. Several subjects in 

Experiments 1 and 2 behaved according to self-instructions. The self-instructions may have been 

generated by subjects when they could see no advantage in responding in either the left or right 

terminal links. Subjects in Experiment 3 demonstrated a strong preference in the independent 

condition and a very small preference in the dependent condition. All subjects in Experiment 3 

reported that their responding was influenced by the terminal link delays, and no subject reported 

self-instructions. 

The subjects tested in Experiment 3 all reported that the large terminal link delay 

arranged in the longer arithmetic mean terminal link was a major influence on their choice of 

terminal link. This is in contrast to the evidence supporting the harmonic mean transformation 

which gives extra weight to the shorter of the mixed delays. The harmonic mean transformation, 

and delay discounting in general, states that short delays are disproportionately attractive, 

whereas the subjects of Experiment 3 reported that the long delay was disproportionately 

aversive. 
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3. GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Summary of results 

The current study examined whether humans subjects' preferences would be better 

described by the harmonic mean or the arithmetic mean of variable terminal link delays in a 

concurrent-chains procedure. The distribution of responses exhibited in the four experiments 

suggested that the relative arithmetic mean of variable terminal link delays controlled human 

preference. As preference was not controlled by the relative harmonic mean in the cmTent 

study, Weber's law could not be extended to the harmonic means of variable terminal link 

delays. The results were not consistent with earlier studies that have described preferences 

with a harmonic mean of the terminal link delays, or more generally, studies that have shown 

how smaller interreinforcement intervals appear to ti5e more heavily weighted than longer 

intervals. The current study was a direct replication ofBragason's study, but again the results 

were not consistent. The comparison of dependent and independent scheduling found a strong 

preference for the shorter arithmetic mean terminal link in the independent condition, but only 

a very small preference (at best) for the shorter arithmetic mean alternative was found when 

dependent scheduling was used in the initial link. 

The following discussion will examine several features of the current experiment 

including: variable delays to reinforcement; Weber's law extended to the terminal link delays 

of the concurrent-chains procedure; dependent and independent scheduling of reinforcement; 

sensitivity to the terminal link delays; and methodological issues. 

3.1 VARIABLE DELAYS TO REINFORCEMENT 

The results of the current study are inconsistent with a variety of concurrent-chains 

studies employing animals as subjects - including Bragson's study, that have suggested that 

the harmonic mean of terminal link delays better describes preferences than the arithmetic 

mean (e.g. Killeen, 1968; MacEwen, 1972). The results directly contrast the second 

experiment ofKilleen's study in which a VI 40-s schedule was arranged in one terminal link 

and a VI 80-s schedule in the second, but the ratio of the arithmetic means of the terminal link 

delays was the inverse of the ratio of the harmonic means. Subjects typically preferred the VI 

80-s schedule. 
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The current study is also inconsistent with Locey and Hackenberg's (unpublished) 

study with human subjects. Locey and Hackenberg's first experiment arranged two unequal 

delays in one terminal link (l/29s, 1/59s, or 1/119s) and an arithmetically equivalent fixed 

delay in the other terminal link (15s, 30s, or 60s). Reinforcement consisted of 30 seconds 

access to a chosen movie. Subjects typically exhibited an extreme preference for the variabl¢

delay option. Preference for the variable delays suggests subjects were placing a greater 

weight on the shorter of the pairs of delays - unlike the current study. In Locey and 

Hackenberg' s second experiment, subjects chose between pairs of variable delays arranged in 

each terminal link. Each pair of delays had an arithmetic mean of 30 seconds. Subjects 

generally preferred the terminal link with the shorter harmonic mean of the delays - again, 

unlike the current study. 

A multitude of non-concurrent-chains research has also demonstrated that human 

subjects discount delays to reinforcement (e.g. Rodriguez & Logue, 1988; Rachlin, Raineri, & 

Cross, 1991; Kirby & Marakovic, 1996; Johnson & Bickel, 2002). Rodriguez and Logue for 

example, compared the delay discounting functions of both human and pigeons using Mazur' s 

(1984) adjusting delay procedure. The results of both the human and animal subjects were 

best described by a hyperbolic discounting function. The preferences observed in the current 

study appear to be inconsistent with both human and animal studies that support delay 

discounting. However, at least two human operant studies have been less than supportive of a 

preference for variable delays to reinforcement (Kohn, Kohn, & Staddon, 1992; Weiner, 

1966). Kohn et al. asked subjects to choose between a fixed delay and a variable delay to 

reinforcement when the choice, delay, and reward phases were uniquely signaled. Subjects 

typically preferred the fixed delay alternative. However, when the different phases were not 

signaled, subjects preferred the variable alternative. Weiner (1966) found that human subjects 

were indifferent between fixed-ratio and variable-ratio delays to reinforcement in multiple 

schedules. 

The results of the current study fail to match the predictions of general concurrent

chains models that employ a harmonic mean of the terminal link delays, i.e. CCM, HV A, 

DRM, and DDM. Squires and Fantino's delay-reduction theory-which does not employ 

harmonic means of the terminal link delays, predicts a similar pattern of responding to that 

found in the current study, i.e., an indifferent distribution of responding in Experiments 1, 2, 

and 4 when arithmetically equal mixed-time schedules were arranged in the terminal links, 

and a large preference in the third experiment (0.83) when the arithmetic mean of one 
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terminal link was twice that of its counterpart - the average preference exhibited in the 

independent condition of the third experiment was 0.83. Grace's (1996) CCM is a generalized 

version of his original model (Grace, 1994). In the original model (CCM-94), the method of 

averaging the terminal link delays was arithmetic. CCM-94 better predicts the results of the 

current study than the generalized version of CCM (CCM-96). Similarly to DRT, CCM-94 

predicts indifference for the arrangement of terminal link delays in Experiments 1, 2, and 4 of 

the current study. In Experiment 3, CCM-94 predicts preference for the terminal link with the 

shorter harmonic mean to be 0.80. Grace (1994) found the CCM-94 offered an excellent 

description of the results of earlier studies. Grace (1994) applied CCM-94 to 92 different data 

sets in which the terminal links were either both VI or both FI schedules - the model 

accounted for 91% of variance. Grace (1996) has also found CCM-96 to be a good descriptor 

of a set of concurrent-chains data comparing fixed and variable delays to reinforcement - the 

generalized model accounted for 87.2% of the variance in initial link responding. Mazur 

(2000) compared DRT, CCM-94, and HVA by adding the same free parameters utilized by 

CCM-94 to DRT and HVA and adopting the same 92 data sets used by Grace (1994). Both 

HV A and DR T offered good descriptions of the data. HV A - which is founded on the 

hyperbolic-decay model (Mazur, 1984) was able to account for 90% of the variance, and DRT 

accounted for 83%. Both CCM-94 and HVA described the data ahnost equally well- despite 

the different averaging mechanisms adopted in the terminal link delays. This suggests that 

other features of the generalised models, such the relationship between the average initial link 

duration and the average terminal link duration, lessen the influence of the different averaging 

methods applied to the terminal link delays. 

Maximization predicts that the distribution of responding be indifferent when the 

delivery of reinforcement is scheduled dependently. In Experiments 1 and 2, in which both 

conditions were dependently scheduled, preference was best described as indifferent. 

Preference exhibited in the dependent condition of the Experiment 3 was very close to 

indifference. The maximizing exhibited in the current study may be analogous to an earlier 

study by Silberberg, Thomas, and Berendzen (1991) which found that human subjects, in 

contrast to pigeons, may maximize reinforcement rates on concurrent ratio schedules ( cf. 

Savastano & Fantino, 1994). The results of the dependently scheduled conditions of 

Experiments 1, 2, and 3 suggest maximization, but the increased length of the initial link 

durations - by approximately 50%, are not consistent with models of maximization that factor 

the minimization of costs. In Experiment 1, Scotty exhibited a preference for the terminal link 
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with the shorter harmonic mean. This preference combined with the stated pre-experimental 

bias for the left alternative was inconsistent with maximization and extracted a relatively 

heavy cost. Scotty's average time spent in the initial link was 28.6 seconds - almost triple the 

minimum scheduled duration. The distribution of responding exhibited in the Experiment 4 

was also characterised by indifference. Because the delivery of reinforcement was 

independently scheduled in the fourth experiment, and because the average terminal link 

delays were equal across both terminal links, any combination of responding would have 

maximized reinforcement. Maximization was not observed in the independent condition of 

the third experiment - the average distribution of responding was .83. 

In the current study, the arithmetic means of the four terminal link delays were equal 

for all four experiments. It is possible however, to make a distinction between the 

configurations employed in Experiments 1, 2, and 4, and the configuration of Experiment 3. 

In Experiments 1, 2, and 4, two similar short delays and two similar long delays were 

arranged in the terminal links. In Experiment 3, each terminal link had a similar short delay 

but one terminal link had a considerably longer delay in relation to both the other terminal 

links and to both of the shorter delays. Feedback from the questionnaire suggested it was the 

long delay influencing responding. Intuitively, the reported influence of the large delay is 

appealing; however, such an influence runs contrary to the predictions of a harmonic mean. 

The influence of a single delay is also inconsistent with the assumption that subjects make a 

choice by combining the variable delays arranged in each terminal link alternative in some 

particular manner, and then make a comparison between the two combinations. If this large 

delay in Experiment 3 is increased by a factor of two - to 94.4 seconds, the harmonic mean of 

the two terminal link delays (6.8, 94.4) only increases by 1 second. Again intuitively, such a 

single large delay would appear to be a significant influence on behavior. The questionnaire 

feedback should be treated with a degree of caution, but all three subjects suggested it was the 

largest delay influencing their preference and the distribution of responding supported this. 

A study by Duncan and Fantino (1970) offers an analogy to the influence of single 

delays. Duncan and Fantino arranged a series of fixed-interval or fixed-ratio schedules in the 

terminal links of a concurrent-chains procedure. When a constant was added to both terminal 

link schedules, preference for the smaller fixed-interval or fixed-ratio decreased. Duncan and 

Fantino found that the smallest interval to reinforcement in the terminal links was a good 

predictor of preference. In a review of earlier studies (Herrnstein, 1964b; Davison, 1969; 

Fantino, 1967; Killeen, 1968), Duncan and Fantino found that the value of the smallest 
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interreinforcement interval was an excellent predictor of preference. A similar result was 

demonstrated by Davison (1972) when comparing fixed-interval and mixed-interval terminal 

link schedules. 

3.2 WEBER'S LAW & VARIABLE TERMINAL LINK DELAYS 

Experiments 1 and 2 of the current study attempted to extend Weber's law to the 

harmonic means of variable delays to reinforcement. None of the six subjects demonstrated a 

significant difference in preference across conditions, and the averaged preferences were 

similar across conditions. As it was, the distribution of responding favoured an arithmetic 

mean, thereby preventing further experimental analysis of Weber's law. A future experiment 

could examine Weber's law with human subjects when unequal arithmetic means of the 

terminal link delays are arranged in one condition, and then extended by a common multiplier 

in a second condition. 

The relationship between the initial link and the terminal link appears to complicate an 

extension of Weber's law to the concurrent-chains procedure. Perhaps the initial link can be 

viewed as analogous to the sensory noise factor (a) in the generalised form of Weber's law 

(Equation 9). When sensory noise increases, discrimination decreases in a similar manner to 

the initial link effect. As the magnitude of a psychophysical stimulus increases, the relative 

effect of the sensory noise on the difference threshold decreases and discrimination increases 

- in a similar manner to the initial link effect. 

3.3 DEPENDENT/ INDEPENDENT SCHEDULING OF REINFORCEMENT 

In the current study, Experiment 3 arranged equal harmonic means and unequal 

arithmetic means with a dependent schedule in one condition and an independent schedule in 

the other condition. A small preference for the terminal link with the shorter arithmetic mean 

was exhibited in the dependent schedule, and a significantly more extreme preference was 

observed when the independent schedule was operative. At face value, the constraining 

effects of the dependent scheduling appear to provide the basis for the large difference in the 

distribution of responding across conditions. However, a preference for the shorter arithmetic 

mean option has the effect of delivering a higher rate of reinforcement than does indifference 

or a preference for the alternative terminal link. Earlier human and animal operant research 
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has typically shown that higher rates of reinforcement are preferred to lower rates (e.g. 

Wurster & Griffiths, 1979; Herrnstein, 1961; Catania, 1963). Other factors may also be 

driving the large preference for the shorter arithmetic mean option, such as the conditioning 

effect from the greater number of terminal link entries leading to the shorter arithmetic mean 

alternative; the shorter initial links in the dependent condition, i.e., the initial link effect (e.g. 

Fantino, 1969); a quicker return to the initial links and a quicker escape from the experiment. 

Was then, the large preference observed in the independent condition due to a 

preference for the shorter average delay to reinforcement? Green and Snyderman (1980) have 

suggested that any increase in preference from an increase in rate of reinforcement can only 

make the existing preference more extreme, it cannot create a preference. The results of the 

dependent schedule, in which a small preference was observed, suggest that at least part of the 

preference exhibited in the independent schedule was due to the difference in the arithmetic 

delays. 

The current study and earlier concurrent-chains studies (e.g. Ito, Nakamura, & 

Kuwata, 1997) have demonstrated that dependent scheduling is likely to have a large 

moderating effect on human preference. There may be little point then in employing 

dependent scheduling in human concurrent-chains studies if the intention is to examine 

preference for variable delays to reinforcement. However, a possible solution would be to 

arrange compensating timeout periods following delivery of reinforcement. Gentry and Marr 

(1980), for example, arranged a concurrent-chains schedule with a timeout period following 

reinforcement by the terminal link alternative with the shorter terminal link delay. Gentry and 

Marr's study was a similar arrangement to MacEwen's (1972) study which found preference 

for the shorter terminal link alternative increased when a constant ratio extended the terminal 

links. In contrast, Gentry and Marr did not find an increase in preference when the terminal 

links were extended. 

3.4 SENSITIVITY TO TERMINAL LINK DELAYS 

Feedback from the post-experiment questionnaires of Experiments 1, 2, and 4 

suggested that subjects' distribution of responding was not influenced by the arrangement of 

terminal link delays. If this was the case, then subjects might be more attentive to the terminal 

link delays if the actual delays were more discriminable. Earlier studies have shown that 

duration discrimination is more accurate when durations are signalled by auditory rather than 
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visual means (e.g. Allan, 1979; Rousseau, Poirier, & Lemyre 1983). In the current study an 

auditory tone could signal the beginning and end of the elevator periods. Durations that are 

filled with an auditory tone have also been found to improve the accuracy of duration 

estimates (e.g. Abel, 1972a, 1972b; Craig, 1973). Perhaps the current experiment could have 

filled the elevator travel period with white noise, for example, a mechanical noise associated 

with elevator travel. Well-practiced subjects have been shown to better discriminate duration 

over a wider range of base durations (Allan & Kristofferson, 1974; Allan, Kristofferson, & 

Wiens, 1971; Rousseau, & Kristofferson, 1973) suggesting a larger number of trials might be 

appropriate. Sensitivity to the terminal link delays may be enhanced if the durations are in 

some way unpleasant to the subject. The durations could be filled with an unpleasant noise, or 

perhaps subjects could perform a repetitive or tedious task, for example, maintaining the 

mouse curser within a moving object on the computer monitor. 

Takahashi and Iwamoto (1986) examined factors that might be important for ensuring 

subjects are sensitive to reinforcement schedules. Specifically, three factors were examined in 

concurrent VI VI schedules of reinforcement: (i) informing subjects that different 

reinforcement schedules are independent of each other; (ii) correlation of each reinforcement 

schedule with unique stimuli; and (iii) exposure to previous VI schedules. The results of 

Takahashi and Iwamoto's study suggested that subjects exhibited matching only when all 

three factors were present. Similar procedures could have been adopted in the current study, 

for example, four different colours could have distinguished the elevator ceilings for each of 

four terminal link delays. Takahashi and Iwamoto's study adopted a similar ordinal 

arrangement between reinforcement scheduling and stimuli previously employed by 

Bradshaw and colleagues (e.g. Bradshaw, Szabadi, & Bevan, 1976, 1979; Bradshaw, Szabadi, 

Bevan, & Ruddle, 1979). In Bradshaw's studies, a set of coloured lights was arranged such 

that each lamp corresponded to a unique schedule (e.g. VI 30-s). The leanest schedule was 

matched with the left-most lamp, and the schedules became increasingly richer toward the 

right-most lamp. Bradshaw's studies with concurrent schedules consistently achieved 

matching. Horne and Lowe (1993) adopted a similar procedure with schedule-correlated 

lights and human subjects but arranged in a random rather than an ordinal manner - the result 

was undermatching. Horne and Lowes's study suggests that an ordinal relationship between 

stimuli and scheduling is important for matching. 

Madden and Perone (1999) reviewed earlier human operant studies that had 

successfully obtained matching in concurrent schedules. The review suggested that the ordinal 
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relationship between the reinforcement schedules and the stimuli was not important for 

matching. However, two factors that were considered critical to achieve matching were 

advocated: (i) reinforcement schedules and stimuli are correlated in some unique manner; and 

(ii) subjects are attentive to the relationship between the reinforcement schedules and the 

stimuli. Madden and Perone examined these two factors in a concurrent schedule in which 

subjects were required to make a choice by placing a computer mouse cur~ into a left or 

right box presented on a computer monitor. Three conditions were arranged: (i) schedule

correlated stimuli were unavailable; (ii) schedule and stimuli were correlated with unique 

colours; the colours were accessed voluntarily by clicking a 'look' button with the mouse; and 

(iii) as for the second condition except monetary reinforcers were delivered only when the 

subject could identify the colour correlated with the reinforcement schedule. In the first 

condition, extreme undermatching occurred. In the second condition, only one subject took 

the opportunity to view the schedule-correlated stimuli - the result was overmatching. Two 

subjects did not view the schedule-correlated stimuli and their responding was unchanged 

from the first condition, i.e. undermatching. When these same two subjects were prompted to 

observe the schedule-correlated stimuli in the third condition, sensitivity increased such that 

one subject exhibited matching and the other moderately undermatched. Unlike animal 

subjects, it appears that in order for human subjects to exhibit matching in an experimental 

setting, they require firstly, a helping hand to discriminate amongst the reinforcement 

schedules, and secondly, an inducement to be attentive to the reinforcement schedules. This 

may be due to the difference in salience of reinforcement alternatives for human and animal 

subjects. And, as Madden and Perone point out, experiments with human subjects are 

arranged such that subjects are often able to respond to and collect reinforcement without 

taking much notice of the stimuli. 

3.5 METHODOLOGY 

Variance and Stability Criteria 

Variance and stability are often used as measures of the quality of the obtained results. 

In the current study, interpreting and substantiating behavioural trends was hampered by the 

variability of responding between the two choice alternatives in the initial link. In Experiment 

3 for example, Betty's proportion ofresponding in the independent condition was 0.7 - a 
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similar proportion to matching (.67). However, due to the high degree of variance (sd = .43), 

the preference exhibited was statistically not significantly different from a proportion of .5. 

High variability was characteristic of the current study. The average standard deviation of 

responding for all 11 subjects was .28. With a standard deviation of .28, the proportion or , 

responding would have to be .63 before it was significantly different from .5. Only Stan in tµe 

third experiment had a reasonably low level of variance over both conditions (sd = .13, .12). 

The variances observed in Experiment 3 - in which responding was more extreme than 

the first two experiments, was typically similar to the first two experiments. We might have 

expected_less variance with more extreme distributions ofresponding, but this was generally 

not the case. However, certain responding distributions can produce very large variability, for 

example, if a subject entered the first terminal link eight times by responding exclusively on 

the first key, and the entered the second terminal link eight times by responding exclusively 

on the second key, then the standard deviation would be approximately .4. Whilst human 

operant studies characteristically have higher variances than animal studies, the variability of 

responding in the current study appears to be unusually high. Leung (1989) for example, 

found choice proportions at .57 and .58 in a concurrent-chains procedure were significantly 

different from .5. 

Subjects' responding distributions should ideally exhibit a degree of stability before 

conclusions about behaviour are drawn. Baron and Perone (1998) suggest a steady state of 

responding is achieved when both systematic increases and decreases, and unsystematic 

changes are minimised. In the current study, steady-state responding was not typical. 

Responding was often afflicted by both systematic and unsystematic variation. The 

preferences illustrated in Figures 4, 5, and 6 suggest Uhura, Lisa, and Stan appeared to have a 

degree of steadiness, but the depictions are of heavily averaged data. 

The high degrees of variability and lack of steady-state responding might suggest a 

lack of experimental control. If behaviour was significantly controlled by the independent 

variable, then we would expect a degree of stability to be reached within each condition, and 

systematic manipulation of the independent variable should produce systematic changes 

across conditions. Although the variability and steady-state responding was not ideal in the 

current experiment, broad behavioural trends were still evident, i.e. subjects were more 

sensitive to the relative arithmetic mean than the relative harmonic mean of variable terminal 

link delays, and independent scheduling produced significantly more extreme preferences 

than dependent scheduling. It may be possible to improve variability and steady-state 
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responding through increasing the salience of the reinforcement schedules. As previously 

discussed, this might be achieved through increasing sensitivity to the terminal link delays, 

strengthening the reinforcement, uniquely correlating schedules and reinforcement, prompting 

subjects to be attentive to the arranged schedules, and minimising extraneous variables. The 

high variability and irregular responding trends may also be due to the very short initial link 

duration adopted - on average 10 seconds. A shorter initial link is likely to lead to more 

extreme preferences on a trial by trial basis, and hence higher variance and greater 

irregularity. Earlier human operant studies have typically adopted longer initial links in the 30 

to 60-second range (e.g. Baum, 1975). 

Rein/ orcement 

The current study employed access to videos as reinforcement. All subjects reported 

that they enjoyed the films, with an average score being 7.5 (10 = maximum). Although not 

explicitly asked, no subject stated that access to the film influenced their responding. 

However, one subject (Scotty) reported that he was motivated by the seemingly shorter times 

to the film in the Experiment 1. All three subjects in Experiment 3 stated that the very long 

terminal link delay to the film influenced their choice. Subjects that were influenced by the 

terminal link delays may not have been so due to the film. They may have been influenced by 

the tediousness of simply waiting, or a quicker return to the initial link and earlier escape from 

the experiment. Subjects were also informed at the beginning of the study that they could see 

the remainder of the movie following the completion of the experiment. This might have 

nullified the effect of the reinforcer. Viewing the entire movie may be analogous to paying 

subjects the remainder of a lump sum of cash at the end of the study whichever way they 

behaved. Earlier studies ( e.g. Hackenberg & Pietras, 2000) have suggested that video access is 

an appropriate reinforcer. By itself, video reinforcement is likely to be less salient than the 

reinforcement delivered to animals. The salience of video access may need bolstering through 

additional procedures such as schedule-correlated stimuli and forced-attention mechanisms. 

The consummatory nature of the reinforcer may be enhanced when a response is required 

from subjects before reinforcement can be delivered (e.g. Hyten, Madden, & Field, 1994). In 

the elevator simulation, subjects could have been asked to press a button inside the elevators 

(following the timeout of the terminal link delay) to open the elevator doors and access the 

movie. 
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Information 

The information provided to subjects served several purposes in the current study. One 

purpose was to enable subjects to interact with the computer simulation, for example, pressing 

either the 'Left-Arrow' or the 'Right-Arrow' key to select the preferred elevator. However, 

part of the information provided was required to compensate for the divergence of the 

elevator scenario from the real-world, for example, subjects were informed that they 'must 

press the left button for the left elevator, or the right button for the right elevator'. Devising a 

scenario and then having to incorporate qualifying instructions appears inefficient and offers 

opportunities for the qualifying statements to influence behaviour. A better approach may be 

to devise a scenario that does not require such qualifying statements. The scenario could also 

have been a little more stimulating in order to maintain participants' interest. However, the 

repetitive and tedious nature of the task may not be negated by a simple scenario. Other 

experimental features that require a greater degree of subjects' attention may be required, for 

example, vigilance tasks (e.g. Baum, 1975; Buskist & Miller, 1981), and prompted 

discrimination (e.g. Madden & Perone, 1999). A second intention of the information was to 

increase sensitivity to the terminal link delays. However, more effective means of increasing 

sensitivity may be to incorporate schedule-correlated stimuli ( e.g. Bradshaw, Szabadi, & 

Bevan, 1976, 1979; Takahashi & Iwamoto, 1986), and to prompt discrimination (Madden & 

Perone, 1999). Adopting such alternative methods has the added benefit of reducing the 

amount of information, hence, the remaining information will be more salient, subjects won't 

be overloaded with information which goes unheeded, and effects of framing or the context of 

instructions will be lessened (e.g. Lippman & Meyer, 1967). 

Conditioning /1istory 

Earlier operant studies have shown how the behavioural histories of both human and 

animal subjects influence responding distributions (e.g. Weiner, 1964; Hebb, 1949). Weiner 

for example, conditioned two groups of human subjects with either an FR 40 schedule or a 

DRL 20-s schedule ( differential reinforcement of low-rate responding), and then exposed both 

groups to an FI 10-s schedule. The FR 40 group responded at a relatively high rate, and the 

DRL 20-s group responded either very little or not at all. Arithmetic averaging may need to be 

considered in the context of humans behavioural histories. As humans, we typically learn how 
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to average data in an arithmetic fashion at an early age, and then we continue to be immersed 

in comparing a multitude of averaged data through out our lives. It may be that the arithmetic 

mean which appears to be controlling behaviour in the current study is an artefact of subjects' 

conditioning history. The arithmetic average is so ubiquitous in our society that it may be 

difficult to experimentally untangle it from what might be considered a more fundamental -

or nonconditioned, comparison of variable delays to reinforcement. Perhaps there are people 

in society who are not aware of arithmetic averaging processes that could be useful subjects. 

Whilst many earlier studies have found that humans do discount delays to reinforcement ( e.g. 

Rodriguez & Logue, 1988; Rachlin, Raineri, & Cross, 1991), these studies typically examine 

single, rather than multiple delays to reinforcement. Furthermore, human subjects may be 

conditioned to sum the two delays arranged in each terminal link and then adopt some form of 

delay discounting. If this was the case, preference would be indifferent in Experiments 1, 2, 

and 4, but would favour the terminal link alternative with the shorter arithmetic mean in the 

third experiment - consistent with the current results. The concurrent-chains study by Locey 

and Hackenberg tends not to support conditioned arithmetic averaging as the human subjects 

preferred the variable delays to reinforcement over an arithmetically equivalent fixed delay, 

and preferred the terminal link with the shorter harmonic mean of the delays when the 

arithmetic means of the terminal link delays were equal. 

3.6 CONCLUSION 

The current study examined human subjects' preferences between arrangements of 

variable delays to reinforcement. Human subjects were employed in an attempt to replicate 

and extend Bragason's concurrent-chains study. Overall, the distribution ofresponding 

exhibited in the current study was better described by the arithmetic mean of the terminal link 

delays than by the harmonic mean. The results are inconsistent with earlier animal studies that 

support the relative harmonic mean of variable te1minal link delays controlling preference. 

The results are also inconsistent with Locey and Hackenberg's concurrent-chains study with 

human subjects. 

The high degree of variability and the lack of stability may give some cause for 

concern regarding the reliability of the observed data. However, two strong behavioural trends 

were evident in the current study: (i) subjects strongly preferred the terminal link with the 

shorter arithmetic mean when the harmonic means of the terminal link delays were equal and 
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terminal link access was assigned in an independent manner; and (ii) subjects exhibited a 

large difference in responding when terminal link access was assigned either dependently or 

independently when unequal arithmetic means of the terminal link delays were arranged. 

Whilst stability was not definitely reached, this is unlikely to be the reason for a lack of 

preference in conditions where the harmonic means of the delays were unequal across 

terminal links. And finally, perhaps a useful future experiment would be to employ the 

procedure of the current experiment to replicate both of Locey and Hackenberg's experiments 

in which subjects appeared to be sensitive to the relative harmonic mean. Both the current 

study and Locey and Hackenberg's study adopted a similar methodology, but one study 

favoured the relative arithmetic mean of terminal link delays controlling human preference, 

and the other favoured the harmonic mean. 
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APPENDIX A: INFORMATION SHEET 1 

WELCOME TO THE EXPERIMENT 

When you begin the experiment you will find yourself in an elevator lobby on the ground floor 
of a cinema complex. You are waiting for an elevator to take you up to the cinema where you 
will watch your chosen film. 

You can choose between one of two elevators to take you up to the cinema. Both elevators are 
returning to the ground floor and they will both arrive at exactly the same time. 

The elevators however, have seen better days .... 

1. The indicator panel showing the elevator movements between floors is not functioning. 
You cannot tell when the elevators are about to arrive at the ground floor. 

2. You must press the left button for the left elevator, or the right button for the right 
elevator. 

3. Both the left and the right elevator buttons have a habit of deactivating themselves a brief 
moment after being pressed - but you can press them as many times as you like. 

4. When the elevators arrive at the ground floor, the doors to the elevator of your choice 
will only open if the elevator button is activated. 

5. The mechanical gearing of both elevators is a little fickle; sometimes the elevators will 
travel up to the cinema quickly, but on other occasions the ride will be slower. 

For the purpose of the experiment you will repeat the scenario many times in this session. Each 
time you reach the cinema, you will view your film for a short period. At the end of the film clip 
the scenario will begin again at the ground floor. 

When you are ready to begin the experiment, press the 'ENTER' key. 

YOUR PARTICIPATION IS MUCH APPRECIATED 
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APPENDIX B: INFORMATION SHEET 2 

WELCOME TO THE EXPERIMENT 

When you begin the experiment you will find yourself in an elevator lobby on the ground floor 
of a cinema complex. You are waiting for an elevator to take you up to the cinema where you 
will watch your chosen film. 

You can choose between one of two elevators to take you up to the cinema. Both elevators are 
already returning to the ground floor, and they will both arrive at exactly the same time. You can 
not influence when the elevators will arrive at the ground floor. 

The elevators however, have seen better days .... 

1. The indicator panel showing the elevator movements between floors is not functioning. 
You cannot tell when the elevators are about to arrive at the ground floor. 

2. You must press the left button for the left elevator, or the right button for the right 
elevator. 

3. Both the left and the right elevator buttons have a habit of deactivating themselves a brief 
moment after being pressed - but you can press them as many times as you like. 

4. When the elevators arrive at the ground floor, the doors to the elevator of your choice 
will only open if the elevator button is activated. 

5. Each elevator has a slow speed and a quick speed - sometimes the elevator you choose 
will travel slowly and other times quickly. 

For the purpose of the experiment you will repeat the scenario many times in this session. Each 
time you reach the cinema, you will view your film for a short period. At the end of the film clip 
the scenario will begin again at the ground floor. 

*Remember .... 
• Both elevators will arrive at the same time - but you do not know when. 
• You cannot influence when the elevators will arrive. 
• You cannot influence one elevator arriving before the other. 
• In the lobby, the elevator doors will only open if the elevator button is activated. 
• Each elevator has ONLY two speeds - slow and quick. 

SELECT YOUR PREFFERED ELEVATOR TO TAKE YOU UP TO THE CINEMA AND 
ENJOY THE FILM 

YOUR PARTICIPATION IS MUCH APPRECIATED 
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APPENDIX C: COMPUTER GRAPHICS 

Figure Al. Trial Restart 

Figure A2. Elevator Lobby 
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APPENDIX C (cont'd) 

Figure A3. Left Alternative Response 

Figure A4. Right Alternative Response 
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APPENDIX C (cont'd) 

Figure AS. Left Elevator Interior 
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Figure A6. Right Elevator Interior 
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APPENDIX D: QUESTIONNAIRE 

POST-EXPERIMENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

Subject Code# 

1. What aspect of human behavior do you think the experiment was investigating? 

2. What factors influenced your responding on either the left or the right key? 

3. Do you think you had a preference for the left or the right key? If so, can you explain why 
you preferred one key to the other? 

4. Whilst you were waiting in the lifts prior to each movie session, you will have noticed that 
the intervals spent in each elevator were not all of the same duration. How many intervals of 
different duration in the left elevator and in the right elevator do you think there was? 

Number of different intervals in left elevator: 
First three sessions: 
Second three sessions: 

Number of different intervals in right elevator: 
First three sessions: 
Second three sessions: 

How long (in seconds) do you think each of the different intervals was? 

Left elevator: First three sessions: ........................................................ . 
Second three sessions: ..................................................... . 

Right elevator: First three sessions: ..................................................... . 
Second three sessions: .................................................. . 
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APPENDIX D (cont'd) 

5. On a scale of 1 to 10, how confident are you of your estimations for the length of the 
different intervals? 
(1 = not at all confident/ 10 = very confident) 

6. Did the different length intervals spent waiting in the elevators influence your responding? If 
so, in what way. 

7. Did you count time ( e.g. one one thousand, two one thousand .... ) during the times spent in 
the elevators, or did you keep track of the time in some other way (e.g. foot tapping, singing 
a tune)? 

8. What did you do during the time spent waiting in the elevators? Did you undertake any 
activity to make the delays appear shorter or more bearable? 

9. On a scale of 1-10, please rate how boring you found during the experiment. 
(1 = extremely bored and 10 = not bored at all) 

10. On a scale of 1-10, please rate how enjoyable you found each movie. 
(1 = not at all enjoyable/ 10 = thoroughly enjoyable). 

Movie 1: 
Movie 2: 

11. Do you have any other comments to make about the experiment? 
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APPENDIX E: CONSENT FORM 

CONSENT FORM 

On an almost daily basis we make choices between different rewards that we may expect 
to receive at some point in the future. This study examines the way we make such choices. 

The experiment is conducted through a computer program. If you agree to participate in the 
experiment you will be required to indicate your preference for one of two rewards. Both 
rewards consist of short periods of watching a film of your choice, but a delay period will 
precede each film period. 

Participation is required for 6 daily sessions. Each daily session requires about 50 minutes. 
Daily sessions consist of a series of similar trials. Each trial consists of a preference 
indication, a delay period, and a film period. You will complete about 40 trials per daily 
session. 

It is preferred that you complete all 6 sessions, but if you feel you are not able to continue 
for some reason, you may withdraw from the experiment at any stage. As an appreciation 
for partaking in the experiment you will receive gift vouchers to the value of $2.50 for each 
daily session and a bonus voucher to the value of $15 for completing all 6 sessions. 

After completing the study, you will be asked to answer several questions. 

The computer will automatically record your reward preferences. 

Both your identity and your responses will remain confidential. 

(This study has been approved by the University of Canterbury's Ethics Committee.) 

By signing your name below, it will be understood that you have consented to participate in 
this study. 

I consent to participate in this research: 

Signature: . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . Date: ......................... . 

Gender: . .. MI F ..... ...... Student: ..... YIN............. Age: .......... . 
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APPENDIX F: RECRUITMENT POSTER 

A CHOICE EXPERIMENT ! 

WATCH ONE OF YOUR FAVOURITE MOVIES 

PARTICIPANTS WANTED FOR A PSYCHOLOGY 

EXPERIMENT ON CHOICE 

If you would like to be involved in an experiment on 

how people make choices between different rewards, 

and if you can commit to 6 daily experimental sessions 

of about 50 minutes each, then contact Nick Wilson 

(Psyc Dept) for more info' at 

njw60@student.canterbury.ac.nz 
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